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Fun f es can't slow weekend activities

Residents
reminded
of blood
shortage

Cool temperatur

Special to the ledger
Officials with the MurrayCalloway County Hospital
Blood Donor Center recently
announced a shortage of A -negittive, 0-positive and 0-negahve blood. All area residents
are asked to stop by the Blood
Doctor Center. or call to make
an appointment, to give these
much-needed biood types, commented Allison Sloan with the
MCCH. planning and marketing
department.
"The constant supply of blood
provided locally to the MCCH
Donor Center gives the gift of
life to many people. It takes less
than an hour to make a blood
donation," she said.
Blood donors must be at least
18 years of age (16 or 17 with
parental consent), be in good
health, weigh at least 110
pounds and pass the brief physical imd health history exams
given prior to donation.
"The need for these blood
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aturday was a busy day in Murray
and fairly chilly temperatures didn't
keep people from showing up to:
several activities around town.
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Daly Forecast

Shunned Illinois senator
suddenly seen as relevant

Asseskiad Piss*
*
• Monday„.Sunny. Highs in the
60s. South winds 10 to 15
'mph.
Monday night...Clear Lows
in the mid 40s. South winds
around 10 mph.
Highs
Tuesday...Sunny.
around 70. South winds 5 to 10

By LAURIE KIOLUMAN
Associaied Press Writer
AP)
WASHINGTON
— For Democrats determined to get a health care
nill. Sen. Roland Burris is
like the house guest who
couldn't be refused, won't
soon be leaving and poses
a plausible threat of ruining holiday diluter.
Suddenly, he can no
longer be ignored

mph
Tuesday night...Clear Lows
in the upper 40s. South winds 5
to 10 mph
Wednesday ..Mostly sunny.
Highs in the lower 70s. South
winds 5 to 10 mph.
night...Panty
Wednesday
cloudy. Lows in the mid 50s
and
Thursday...Showers
thunderstorms likely. Highs in
the upper 60s.
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By T0114 BERRY
Staff Writer
No one wants to say it but ice,
snow and other cold weather
will be blowing in soon.
And the state Department of
Highways began preparations
this morning to make Sart salt
trucks, snow shovels and other
bad weather equipment are
ready to roll when "Old Man
Winter'' makes his debut.
Keith Todd. a spokesman for
the DOH District One and
District Two offices in
Paducah, said department personnel are busy making sure
the equipment is ready. to make
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roadways safe when harsh
weather strikes.
"We usually do that to pros
mote the snow and ice route
and get those maps up on the
lnternet," Todd said. " Crews
from Trigg, Marshall and
Calloway will be doing their
calibrations."

All the departrnem's available snow plows. salt beds and
other equipment were mounted
on trucks
'1/1ey make sure they are in
operating order." Todd said.
"They go through a safety

a See Page 2
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Taught by Certified Pilates.instr

Tuesdays 8, Thursdays 5:30 • 6:30
Beginning October 20th

Call Today To Sign Up!

761-3737
808 Chestnut St., Murray
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III Weekend activities ...
From Front

Stitrt! Heart Walk

kvSEP uOuGHA...edger & Times

Participants in the Amencan Heart Association's Calloway County Start! Heart Walk circle
the upper level of the Regional
Special Events Center at Murray State University Saturday. The walk was moved indoors
due to weather but over 300 participants turned out for the event. which raised over $66,000 for the AHA.
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Need to co'ntrol your Group
Health Insurance cost?
Also vecializing in:

NOTICE
• Calloway County Fiscal
Court is scheduled to meet at
5 p.m. on Tuesday, October
20 in District Court room of
the Calloway County Judicial
Building on North Fourth
Street. On the agenda for the
meeting is a resolution concerning the rural secondary
road program, declaring the
forrner Calloway County
Health Center as surplus
property, various
board
appointments and a lease
agreement between the
court and the Calloway
County Board of Health.
• To report a Town Crier
item call 753-1916.
For
Best
Results
Place Your
Ad With Us

270_293_6436

Call 753-1916

Scottish shortbread and other
pastries under other tents Mary
Cates of the Murray Art Guild
sat under another tent weaving
rind two bagpipe players could
be seen walking around while
playing their instniment.s.
While past years have sometimes been warmer and sunnier,
West
Kentucky
Highland
Society Vice President Dwight
"Doc" Holiday said the weather
turned out reasonably well for
the fesuval. Besides, the slightly
chilly and overcast weather was
appropnate to a celebration of
Scottish hentage, he said.
Murray State University's
School of Agriculture held its
annual Fall on the Farm at the
Pullen Farm over the weekend.
Children and their families once
again enjoyed the corn maze,
petting zoo, pony rides, pedal
tractors, the trebuchet and other
activities. Keyon and Heather
Chapman said they had also
brought their children, Kylie
and Gage, the year before and
that Kylie particularly enjoyed
the tire swings made to look like
ponies.
Plenty of people also turned
out
to
the
Lumberjack
Challenge at the downtown
court square to watch competitors chop away at lumber with
chainsaws and axes. A few
blocks away at the Main Street
Youth Center, members of
Woodmen of the World Lodge
138 from Hazel conducted a
child identification program,
collecting DNA samples from
hair fibers ancl mouth swabs. At
the same tinne, the Ruling Star
Lodge No. 5 raised money
inside for its charity fund.
That morning, the Glendale
Place and Human Society Relay

for Life teams held a Relay.
tundraiser in the Glendale Place
parking lot called Paws for A
Cause. Betsy Whitfield brought
her four dogs, Stilly. Sophie.
Champ and Mo. She said she
was glad to help to raise money
to fight cancer, especially since
Sally had been recendy diagnosed with canine hernangiosarcoma.
American
The
Heart
Association's Calloway County
Start! Heart Walk was held
Saturday morning, but moved
indoors because of the cold
weather. Originany planned to
start on the football practice
field at MSU and go on a threemile loop around campus, the
event was instead held inside
the Regional Special Events
Center.
The change of venue didn't
affect the turnout, as around 30
teams. compnsed of over 300
people, showed up to support
the Amencan Heart Association.
Before the event got undeiway, emcee Pete Lancaster welcomed the crowd and introduced the co-chairs of the event,
Chuck and Sarah Jones. Staff
walk director Sarah Keith presented them with flowers and d
heart-shaped vase. Ronda Dunn,
wife of MSU president Randy
Dunn, opened the event
singing the national anthem.
The walk was led by survivors
of heart disease, who wore red
hats. They were followed by the
teams, who had been fundraising over the past few months
and had raised over $66,000.
Keith said the goal is $90,000
and they would still be collecting donations after the walk.
C.A. Jones Management Group
LLC was recognized as the top
fundraising company for raising
$15.000.

Police investigating reported stabbing
Staff Report
The
Murray
Police
Deparunent is currently investigating a reported stabbing incident that occurred early Friday
morning.
At approximately 3 a.m., officers responded to Meadow Lark
Apartments. Cody Adams, 23,
of Murray, told police that he
and some friends had been sitting outside nis apartment when
they were approached by three
men He said he asked the men
to leave and that a physical

alteration occurred at that time.
Adams said he then felt something sharp hit his back.
Adams was transported to the
Mun-ay-Calloway
County
Hospital emergency room for
treatment and then transported
to Vanderbilt in Nashville. The
incident is still under investigation and no further information
is currently available. Anyone
with inforniation is asked to
contact Detective Angel Clere
at 753-1621.

II Illinois senator ...
Frorn Front
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out of the Senate, suggested he
resign and have shunned him in
The
Illinois
Democrat, unprecedented fashion.
Burris is
appointed by disgraced former not the
only Democrat to insist
Gov. Rod Blagojevich, says on creation
of a government-run
he'll orily vote for a bill to pro- health
plan. But he is the one
vide health care to millions who has the
least to lose by
more Amencans as long as it defying
President
Barack
allows the government to sell Obama arid
the Democrats who
insurance in competition with once turned him
out in the cold
private insurers.
rain.
And he says he won't comproIt was early January and
mise.
Blagojevich had appointed
"I would not support a bill that Bums. a former Illinois
attorney
does not have a public option," general. to Obarna's
former
Burris, 72, said in a recent inter- Senate
seat
—
defying
view with The Associated Press. Democrats in Washington
who
"That position will not change." had wanted someone
without a
Those words caught the atten- tainted patron and with
a better
tion of the very Democratic chance of winning election
in
leaders who tried to keep Burris 2010.

II Blood shortage ...
From Front
types is critical. If you are
unable to stop by the Donor
Center. the next Blood Drives in
the community will be on the
following dates, and everyone is
welcome to attend." Sloan
added
Those dates are: Wednesday,
Oct. 14 at, Westside Baptist
Church in Murray, from 5.30
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p.m. to 8 p.m.; and Tuesday.
Oct. 20, and Wednesday, Oct.
21. at Briggs & Stratton in
Murray, from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Sloan said, to make an
appointment to donate blood, or
to find out where the next blood
drive will be, residents should
contact the MCCH Blood
Donor Center at (270) 7621119.

check. They run the truck at a
certain RPM for about a minute
and check the computers so they
can measure the amount of salt
that comes out the back. The
optimum is about 500 pounds
per mile."
Murray DOH Supervisor
Michael Oliver said this morning that the equipment must be
certified up-arid-running before
bad weather sets in.
''By the end of October we
have to send Frankfort an email

basically saying that if we were
to get a snow that we are ready
to go," Oliver said. "We're
doing ali 12 counties in this part
of the state this week. We just
picked a week where all the
supervisors can get their counties ready."
Calloway
County
Road
Department Fa..pervisor Joule
Brook said this morning that the
department will be doing the
same soon.
"We'll be doing it sometime in
November," Brooks said.
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All options on the table for job creation

lames Walter %tit

!AI JalliC, ‘Ndilef 'fork. age 91, of
Benton, died Thursday,
(knober 15. 2009, at 8:23 p.m. at the Jackson Purcha.se Medical
Centel in Mayfield.
He was a member of the Harnlet Baptist Church
where he taught Stuiday school for over 20 years.
tic served in the Navy dunng World Wu
York
dS retired from Drake Industries in Michigan
where he worked as a tool and die maker. He was a
life member of Freemasons Lodge 121 in
Commerce, Mich.
He was the son of the late Amos York and the
late Lena (Hill) York.
He is survived by Ins wife: Lounell (Ross) York
of Benton. Also surviving are two daughters,
York
Barbara Morton, husband Ronald, and Brenda
Garner, husbtuid Morgan, all of Benton. Four Sons,
Glen York, wife, Dontunae. Highland, MI, John York.
wife Carol, Hardin, Roy York, wife Gayle,
Fayetteville, AR., and Joe York, wife Tracey, Benton.
Five Sisters, Martha Conner, Lorene Barnes,
Kathenne Fnzzell, Molene Rudd, all of Benton, and Rosemary
Todd. Kirksey. Five Brothers, Myr1 "Dink" York, Donald York. Ed
York, Bobby Joe York, all of Benton, and Holland Y011, Symsonia.
He is also survived by 28 grandchildren, 45 great-grandchildren and
seven great-great-grandchildren.
One daughter, Bettie Brewer, three brothers, Rease York. Paul
York arid Guy York. one sister, Lola Jackson preceded in death.
Arrangements are being handled by Collier Funeral Home. P.O.
Box 492, Benton. Funeral service will be at 2 p.m. Sunday, October
18, in the Chapel of the Collier Funeral Home. Rev. Jack Henshaw
and Rev. Glen Cope will officiate. Military rites and interment will
follow in the Hamlet Cemetery, Benton.

111

Oval Lee Turner
Oval Lee Tumer. 90, of Murray died at 5 p.m. on Friday, Oct. 16,
2009 at his home.
A U.S. Arrny veteran of World War II, Tumer
served four years in the F'hilippines
Turner was preceded in death by his parents,
Curve B. and Geneva Schneider Turner and two sisters. He is survived by his wife, Fanny May Sanders
of Murray: one son, Dennis Turner of Murray; one
brother, Frarik Tumer and his wife, Rosa, of Sherville, Ind., and two
granddaughters, Annarnane and Samantha Turner. both of Murray.
Graveside services arc scheduled for I p.m. on Wednesday, Oct.
21. at Matheny Cemetery at Lamd Between the Lakes. The family
will receive visitors between 11 a.m. .and 12:30 pan. at Imes-Miller
Funeral Home.

Michael (Hamburger) Thurmond
Michael( Hamburger)Thurmond.66. of Murray died at 8:03 p.m.
on Saturday, Oct. 17, 2009 at Murray- Calloway County Hospital.
A member of Church of Christ. he was a Union City Goodyear
retinee who served for 23 years. Born September 18, 1943 in
Indianapolis, Indiana, he was the son of Edwin Miller Thurmond
and Virginia Louise Gephart Thurmond, who preceded him in death.
He is survird by his wife, Donna Kaye Humphrey' Thurmond of
Murray. The couple were married June 20, 1966. He is also survived
by two daughters, Melissa Bevil arid Tina Hodges. both of Murray;
one son, Dennis Thurmond and his wife, Penny, of Murfreesboro.
Tenn: two sisters, Madelyn Hendry and her husband, Dean, of Fort
Wayne, Ind. and Patty Young and her husband, Frank, of Murray;
three grandchildren. Dustin Bevil and Sarah and Courtney Hodges.
all of Murray.
The funeral has been scheduled for I p.m. on Tuesday, Oct. 20 at
.J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with John Dale officiating. Bunal will
follow in Murray City Cemetery. Visitation has been scheduled from
5 to 9 p.m. today, Monday. at the funeral home.

Thressa E. Houser
Thressa E. Houser. 97, of Murray. fonnerly of Cowes, Ky..
passed away at 3:44 a.m. Sunday, Oct. 18, 2009, at Spring Creek
Health Center in Murray.
She was a member of Mt. Olivet Baptist Church in Lowes. She
retired from the cafeteria at Cowes High School.
She is survived by two daughters, Brenda Monroe and her husband, David. of Monroe, Tenn: and Sandra Hargrove and her husband. Tommy, of Alm°. Ky. She is also survived by nine grandchildren and 13 great-grandchildren.
She was preceded in death by her husband, Alon S. Houser as
well as her parenas. Richard and Sally Hikle Puckett, two daughters,
Peggy Loveland and Betty Houser, three brothers and two sisters.
Graveside services will be conducted at 2 p.m. on Wednesday at
Zoar Cemetery with Jack Wilkerson officiating. Serving as pallbearers will be Billy Thompson, Cody Ne.er, Tommy Hargrove, Ricky
Hargrove and David Monroe. There will be no visitation. Brown
Funeral Home in Mayfield is in charge of arrangemenas.

Bonnie McKinney
Bonnie McKinney. 48, of Benton. Ky., died at 8:15 p.m. Friday,
Oct. 16. 2009 at her home. Her death followed an extended illness.
Born April 12, 1961 in Marshall County, the daughter of Claytus
and Edna Reed, she was a homemaker of Baptist Faith. She was preceded in death by her father.
She is survived by her husband. George McKinney of Benton:
her mother Edna Reed of Paducah: one daughter, Amber Faye
McKinney and one son, Charles B. McKinney', both of Benton: five
sisters and two brothers. One granddaughter. Samantha McKinney
of Murray. Services were incomplete at J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home this morning.

NATO: Allies must move
quickly in Afghanistan
BRUSSELS
(AP)
NATO's 28 member states must
quickly endorse U.S. Gen.
Stanley McChrystal's recommendation to send reinforcements to deal with the escalating
insurgency in Afghanistan
because time is not on the
alliance's side. its chief said this
morning.
Secretary-General
But
Anders Fogh Rasmussen said he
doesn•t expect NATO defense,
ministers to discuss such steps at
their meeting this week in
Bratislava. Slovakia. He said it
"makes sense" to delay such
decisions until the final results
of Afghanistan's disputed presidential elections are known.
"I hope that we will have a
clarification of the political situation in Afghanistan. because
time is not on our side," he said.
President Barack Ohama's
administration is studying a set
recommendations
by
of
McChrystal, the top U.S. and
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WASHINGTON (AP) President Barack °barna is considenng all options to create
jobs, ineluding another stimulus
package, while trying to pull the
economy out of a deep recession
and deal with a record deficit,
White House advisers said
Sunday.
Wah more than half of the
$787 billion recovery package
yet to be spent, Obama aides
said the administration is not
ready to commit to additional
measures.
"Everything is on the table,"
senior adviser Valerie Jarrett
said.
"You've got this huge national deficit and we've got to do
what we can to bring that down.
At the same time, it's important
to stimulate the economy,"
Jarrett said. "Let's wait and see.
Let's let the recovery bill do its
Job."
Unemployment stands at 9 8
percent. with more than 4 million jobs lost this year. The
deficit has reached S1.4 trillion
and the national debt S 11.9 trillion.
Adviser David Axelrod cited
progress on reviving the MOROmy, with expectations for
growth in the third quarter this
year. But he warned that the
government should not make the

mistake of ending its recovery
initiatives too early at the nsk of
sending the economy back into
recession.
"That doesn't mean that we
don't look to the mid- and longterm for deficit reduction,"
Axelrod said. "W'e have a stimulus program in place, an economic recovery program in
place, that is not even 50 percent
through We have to see that
through. And well see what
other measures we need to
take"
In appearam:es on the Sunday
news programs, the advisers
cnticized those Wall Street firms
that are paying huge ainounts in
compensation and benefits after
accepting taxpayer assistance
Goldman Sachs, for example.
has said it has set aside $16.7
billion for compensation so far
this year. more than S5fX).(XX)
per employee. Citigroup is paying $5.3 billion in bonuses to its
employees and Bank of Amenca
S3.3 billion.
"I think the Amencan people
have a nght to be frustrated sand
angry." said Rahm Emanuel. the
White House chief of staff.
Emanuel arid the chairman of
the Senate Banking. Housing
and Urban Affairs Committee.
Sen. Chris Dodd, D-Conn., said
the compensation issue comes

Fed will not pursue
legal marijuana users
WASHINGTON (AP) Federal drug agents won't pursue pot-smoking patients or
their sanctioned suppliers in
states that allow medical marijuana, under new legal guidelines to be issued Monday by the
°barna adtninistration.
Two Justice Department officials described the new policy to
The Associated Press, saying
prosecutors will be told it is not
a good use of their time to arrest
people who use or provide medical marijuana in strict compliance with state law.
The guidelines to be issued
by the department do. however,
Make it clear that agents will go
after people whose marijuana
distribution goes beyond what is
permitted under state law or use
medical marijuana as a cover for
other crimes, the officials said.
The new policy is a significant departure from the Bush
administration, which insisted it
would continue to enforce federal anti-pot laws regardless of
stale codes.
Fourteen states allow some
use. of marijuana for medical
purposes: Alaska, California,
Colorado, Hawaii. Maine,
Maryland, Michigan. Montana,
Nevada, New Mexico, Oregon.
Rhode Island, Vermont and
Washington.
California is unique arnong
those for the widespread presence of dispensaries - businesses that sell marijuana and
even advertise their services.
Colorado also has several
dispensanes. and Rhode Island
and New Mexico are in the
process of licensing providers,
according to the Manjuana
Policy Project. a group that promotes the decriminalization of

Playhouse plans
auditions for
Christmas play

Playhouse in the Park
announces auditions for their
NATO
commander
in next production, "The Best
Afghanistan, for thousands more Christmas Pageant Ever," by
troops to end the eight-year war. Barbara Robinson. In this
Defense Secretary Robert touchingly hilanous Chnstmas
Gates is expected to brief the tale. Mrs. Bradley is faced with
allies in Bratislava about the castmg the Herdman kids progress of the review of probably the most inventively
McChrystal's document.
awful kids in history - in the
"We need a general agree- church Christmas pageant.
ment on ... an endorsement of There are several roles available
the appmach set out by Gen. for boys and girls, ages 7 and up.
McChrystal," Fogh Rasmussen and some adult roles, both male
and female. The show will be
told reporters.
U.S. officials in Washington presented Dec. 4-20. :The direcsay the general is asking for up tor is Jessica Norwood.
Auditions will be held
to 80,000 more troops. But he
has wamed that rampant gov- Monday and Tuesday, Oct. 19
ernment comiption in Kabul and 20, from 6 to 9 p.m. at
may ultimately prevent victory Playhouse in the Park. Children
planning to audition will be
against the Taliban rebels.
NATO currently has about asked to sing lines from their
Christmas
carol.
68,000 troops in Afghanistan. of favorite
which 32,000 are Ainencans. Everyone auditioning will be
The U.S. military also has about asked to do cold readings from
36,000 additional soldiers there the scnpt. For further informaserving outside NATO under a tion, call Playhouse at 759-1752
or visit the website, playhouseseparate command.
inthepark.net.

marijuana use.
Attorney General Eric Holder
said in Mareh that he wanted
federal law enforcement officials to pursue those who violate
both federal and state law, but it
has not been clear how that goal
would be put into practice.
A three-page memo spelling
out the policy is expected to be
sent Monday to federal prosecutors in the 14 states. and also to
top officials at the FBI and Drug
Enforcement Administration.
The memo, the officials said,
emphasizes that prosecutors
have wide discretion in choosing whicb cases to pursue, and
trays is not a good use of federal .manpower to prosecute
those svho are without a doubt in
compliance with state law.

as banks and other financial
institutions oppose efforts hy the
president and C'ongress to put in
place regulations designed to
prevent the kind of finaneial
nieltdown that began last year
"They have a responsibility
to the whole system." Emanuel
said. "And at starts with not
fighting the financial regulatory
system and the reforms that are
TICCCSSafy to protect COI1SUMCTS.
homeowners and others."
Dodd criticized banks for
failing to make more credit

SrocK

asailahle to small husinessei
and others
"W'hen you see these bonuses
being paid out. it's a source of
outrage in the country, arld
ahould be. What are ttiele peo-v
tale thinktng about at these coma
panics ''• he stud
Dodd said he hopes that.
Kenneth Feinberg, the Treasurt
Department's point man on,
compensation. can take actiois
that will lead the firms to recone
sitter their compensation plans.it
•
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U.S. military not a
social testing ground
I am sympathetic to the
story told by Joseph Rocha.
who claims in a Washington
Post opinion column that he
was discharged from the Navy
because he is gay, though he
says he never told anyone.
Rocha says his male colleagues concluded he was gay
when he wouldn't laugh at their
dirty jokes about women or
visit prostitutes with them.
Gay service members have
a point when they claim a double standard exists for heterosexuals
and
homose xuals
regarding sexual behavior.
Rocha also alleges coverups by higher-ups about male
sexual assaults on lesbians and
the pressure he says lesbians
feel to keep quiet because by
"telling" they could face discharge.
But we are beginning in the
wrong place. The place to start
is whether citizens of this country, through their elected representatives and the military
leaders named by them. have
a right to determine what type
of service members best serve
the interests, safety and security of the United States.
I contend we do. The military should not be a test lab.
Pressure is building to put
female sailors on submarines,
along with gay, lesbian. bisexual and transgender people presumably.
That many heterosexuals find
homosexual behavior immoral
and not conducive to unit cohesion is of tio concern to the
social wrecking crew.
What gay activists apparently don't care about is the
effect reshaping the military in
their image would have on our
ability to fight and defend the
country, which, after all, is the
purpose of a military.
If the armed services were
open to an behaviors (as distinct from orientations). recruitment might become more difficult. Some of the services
have recently snuggled to meet
their recruitment goals, though
overall enlistment is up because
of the economy.
At the Human Rights Campaign dinner last Saturday in
Washington, President Obama
said, "I will end 'don't ask,
don't tell.'"
He also pledged to bring an
end to The Defense of Marriage Act (DOMA), which was
passed by a Republican Congress and signed by Bill Clinton. Obama knows -- or should
knovv -- that he does not have
that power.
He took an oath to faithfully execute the laws of the
United States.
If Congress wants to repeal
DOMA and change the military's behavioral codes, it can
do so through new legislation.

But
that
would put
"Blue Dog"
Democrats
at nsk of reelection.
since they
serve mostly conservative districts.
They
Cal's
know their
Thoughts
political
By Cat Thomas
careers
Syndicated
would
be
Columnist
over if they
voted
in
favor of either gay marriage
or for gays in the military.
The gays in the military. and
gay marriage issues are pan
of a broader attempt by liberals tts restructure society.
Social activists despise biblical morality- (which heterosexuals could use a little more
of, too), traditional values that
have been proven to work when
tried and numerous other cultural mores. This is not an
opinion.
It is also not a secret. The
more radical activists have written and spoken openly about
intentions.
their
President
°llama's language f whether
action follows is another mat- I
ter) gives lip service to their
cause.
Opinion polls have shown the
public shifting in favor of gays
in the military, including a
recent Gallup poll which found
that "Americans are six percentage points more likely than
they were four years ago to
favor allowing openly gay men
and lesbian women to serve
in the military, 69 percent to
63 percent."
That is mostly because there
are few leaders who wish to
give voice to opposing points
of view. They fear being shouted down, or being accused of
*homophobia."
What we tolerate we will
get more of. Sexual behavior
is an important cultural and
moral issue.
President Obama won the
election with just 52 percent
of the popular vote and a margin of 7 percent over Sen.
John McCain. This should not
be seen as a mandate for him
and his administration to make
over America in a secular and
liberal image.
Neither should it ne seen
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ealth insurers 'cherry picking the facts

WASHINGTON (AP) — In
its assaults on a Democratic
health care overhaul bill, the
By ALAN FRAM
insurance industry uses facts
selectively and trix.es accurate
assertions with misleading spin age for doctors, hospitals and report that. predictably, reinand an embrace of worst-case other basic services would forces an interest group's views.
The study only eaamined
remain fully intact, with no
scenarios.
four parts of the Finance bill
Take the 30-second TV spot reduction in benefits.
The ad also fails to men- that it said would boost conthat America's Health Insurance Plans. the industry's trade tion tha reason senators target- sumers' costs. It ignored progroup, was running this week ed Medicare Adsrantage for sav- visions aimed at making health
in six states as the Senate ings: The program is expen- care more affordable, such as
Finance Committee approved sive for the government to exchanges whereby companies
administer, costing about 14 per- would compete for customers
overhaul legislation.
With a series of beleaguered- cent more per recipient than reg- and subsidies to help lowerincotne people afford policies.
looking elderly people on cam- ular Medicare.
Provisions aimed at reducRobert Zirkelbach, the trade
era. a soothing female voice
says accurately that Congress group's spokesman, says the ing costs, if successful, "would
offset some of the impacts we
has proposed cutting more than ad does not attack anyone.
"Seniors have a right to know have estimated," the account$100 billion from Medicare
how the current legislation will ing firm acknowledged.
Advantage.
One conclusion the report
Then the announcer adds, impact their health security,"
draws was mirrored by a fresh
"The nonpartisan Congression- he said.
Even so, the ad illustrates study released Wednesday by
al Budget Office says many
seniors will set cuts in bene- a favored tactic of Washing- the Blue Cross and Blue Shieid
Words flash on the screen ton interest groups. which is Association: For the health
as an invitation to give blan- fits."
seconds saying, "50 to arouse worry about d bill overhaul to work, there must
for
three
ket approval to homosexuality.
percent reduction in extra ben- among a key constituency — be strong ways to enforce the
considered by. some to be
requirement that people buy
in this case, eiderly voters.
against the tsest interests of the e"ts:
"Call your senators. Tell insurance.
The announcer's words are
people who practice it, as well
Before the Finance Comtrue — but could be easily them we need health care reform
as the nations that accept it.
ousunderstood to mean that that protects seniors," the rnittee approved its bill, senaDirect all MAIL for Cal
tors reduced the fines uninbasic Medicare coverage is at announcer concludes.
Thomas to: Tribune Media SerA study the health insurers sured people would have to
nsk.
vices, 2225 Kerunore Ave., Suite
The budget office's direc- released earlier this week takes pay. The insurers argue that
t/4. Buffalo, N.Y 14207. Read- tor, Douglas Elmendorf, has said similar liberties. It concludes means many young. healthy
ers mav also e-mail Cal Tho s that as a result of the pro- that Democrats' health care people would remain uninsured,
at tmseditors@ tribune.com.
posed cuts, the extra benefits effort would drive up premi- driving up costs for everyone
Medicare Advantage recipients ums for insured people, based else who purchases insurance
receive would be halved over on cherry-picking convenient — a conclusion that analysts
Opinions expressed on the Fonim page do the next decade. But the ad facts and perspectives. It's an generally agree is valid.
"Gee golly whiz. I could
not necessarily reflect the editorial opinion of the leaves unspoken that under the example of the classic lobbyFinance bill, Medicare cover- ing tactic of commissioning a pay a $400 fine and get insurMurray Ledger & Times.
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AP NEWS ANALYSIS

ance when I need it. or pay
$8,000 in premiums" per year.
said Robert Laszewski, a pria
vate health policy analyst. He
said the choice many families
would make is "blindingly. obvious."
The insurers'study concludes
that insurance companies. medical device makers and other
providers will pass on to consumers all the new taxes and
fees the Finance bill imposes.
It also assumes that doctors,
hospitals and other health care
providers would fully pass on
the cuts lawmakers would make
in Medicare, which total about
$500 billion over 10 years.
It's an economic fact of life
that businesses generally pass
on the costs of taxes by raising prices'. It's also fair to
assume that when doctors and
other providers see a reduction in income from their
Medicare patients, they seek
to make it up, if possible, from
the rest of their patients.
Yet concluding that providers
will pass the full cost of these
changes to their customers
ignores a basic assumption of
the health overhaul effort. The
goal is to increase competition
and reduce the rate of growth
currently assumed in medical
costs. If the overall legislation
succeeds in doing that, there
would be less incentive for
providers to pass on those costs
— and more incentives for
them to compete by keeping
prices low.

Parentless children an overlooked crisis
As our health care systetn
is debated in Congress and we
continue to face down prochoice challenges in the bill,
I want to take the time to
remind all of us of another
vulnerable segment of our population.
This is one area in which
we should be in full agreement, but still one we ttx) often
overlook: the thousands of children in need of adoption by
loving families who are instead
consigned to a struggling foster-care system.
These are children who have
been through so much already,
who have lost their parents to
tragedy, to the stteets. or who
have been pulled through the
trauma of abuse or abandonment by the very person who
should love them the most.
Through no possible fault
of their own, these young ones
have seen the hardest side of
humanity, and they desperately need a steady and loving hand
to guide them.
As much as we may bicker over the politics of life and
the role of govertunent in of
our social services, on a fun-

damental level the hardship of
these children deserves nothing less than our compassion,
support, and perhaps the very'
opening of our homes.
We must understand this,
not as a peripheral issue, but
as a true crisis of child welfare, and a battleground for
our future.
In this country, there are
129,000 children waiting to be
adopted. Most of those are
already legally severed from
their birth parents and could
therefore be adopted into new
families with no delays. But
last year alone, over 28,000 children were left without families.
This does not need to be
the case. Improvements to the
adoption system in our country have made the process
smoother, faster, and less expensive than it once was.
Children in foster homes can
be adopted without legal complications.
Those who choose to adopt
an infant can be paired with
their child from before birth
and even build a relationship
with the birth mother. Over

over
and
again,
in
personal stories and in
comprehensive studies,
are
we
shown the
overwhelming benefits
of adoption.
Making
Children left
Sense
in foster care
By Michael
only
not
Reagan
struggle with
Syndicated
being
Columnist
bounced
from place
to place in shifting relationships.
but also face a terrible struggle when they leave the system and are left with no family support, no adequate
resources, and a lack of practical preparation.
Conversely, children who are
adopted -- either as infants or
later in life -- have proven that
strong, successful families do
not require ties of blood. and
children can rebound from early.
trauma and experience deep
healing arid love.
Many of you know that I

myself was adopted as an infant.
I can think of no greater blessing than the family I was
brought into, of the chance for
a new life front the start. Every
child is a gift from God, and
every child deserves a loving
family. As individuals and as
a nation. we must make that
understanding a priority moving forward.
I invite you to visit
http://www.arroveorga the home
of Arrow Child & Family' Ministries, an organization I have
been proud to partner with for
many years now.
Them you can learn more
about the pressing issues of
child welfare in this country,
the policies and practices for
which we advocate. and the:
steps your family can take on
behalf of these children. perhaps even making one of them
your own.
Together, we can protect children and benefit families for
generations to come.
Mike Reogan, the elder son
of the late President Ronald
Reagan, is chairman and president of The Reagan Legacy
Foundation.
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Jean Jam Pant Give-a-vvay
for students on Thesday

By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

Give the ultimate
treat this October
donate blood

Hospital retirees will meet

Retirees and former employees of Murray Calloway County Hospital will meet Tuesday at
11 a.m. at the Big Apple, Murray. For more
information call Nancy McClure at 492-8640.

Music Department will meet

The Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Tuesday at 6 p.m. at the club house. Presenting the prograrn, "An
Evening at the Harp" will be Mary Grace West, graduate of Murray.
!;tate University. The earlier time of 6 p.m. is for the potato supper.
hosted by Pat Miller and helpers.

Rho Chapter will meet
Rho Chapter of Kentucky Alpha Delta Kappa (an international
teachers' organization) will meet tonight (Monday) at thc home of
Betty Hassell. 502 South 1611 St., Murray. Cohostesses will be
Elizabeth Douglas and Neta Smotherman.

Photo provided

ROTARY SPEAKERS: Kay Sharon, right, past Rotary District
Governor, spoke to members of the Murray Rotary Club about
the Murray Youth Leadership Award (RYLA) Program, with
the assistance of David Mason, Murray's RYLA representative at the last 4-Day training prograrn for 9th grade youth
ages14-15. RYLA is an intensive 3-1/2 day camp for high
school freshmen which challenges them and makes a great
impact on their high school choices. Rotoract members are
counselors and Rotarians serve as staff.

Support group will meet
Death of a Parent Support Group will meet tonight (Monday) at
7 p.m. For more information contact Stephanie Cunningham at 7536646.

TOPS meeting Thesday
Murray Chapter of TOPS #616 will meet Tuesday from 9 to 10
a.m. at First Christian Church. Visitors are welconie. For information call Sheila at 227-1723.

Masonic Lodge will meet
Murray Lodge #I05 of Free and Accepted Masons will meet
tonight(Monday ) 7:30 p.m. at the lodge hall. Bobby Hale is master of the lodge A potluck dinner will be served at 6:30 p.m. All
Masons are urged to attend.

Bingo planned Tuesday
Knights of Columbus will hold Bingo Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at the
KC hall on Squire Road. Murray. The public is invited.

Al-Anon meeting Tuesday
Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Enter from the rear door located near the playground. The only requirement is that there be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or fnend.

Murray Singles will meet
Murray Singles will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the annex of the
Calloway' County Public Library. For more information call Pat at
489-2909.

Breakfast scheduled Tuesday
A Country Ham Breakfast will be served Tuesday from 6 to 9
a.m. at South Marshall Senior Citizens at Hardin. Cost is S4 for
adults and S2 for kids.

MES meeting Tuesday
Murray Elementary School Based Decision Malting Council will
meet Tuesday at 3:30 p.m. in the conference room of the school.

Alumni & Associates to meet
Calloway' Alumni and Associates will meet Tuesday at 6:30 p.m.
at Pagliai's Pizza to plan and work to enhance Calloway County
Schools. Chaz E. Robinson, president, urges all interested persons
to attend. For more information or with any questions to learn how
to become involved. contact Robinson at 1-270-223-2091or visit the
website at crobinso@crobinsontechnology.com

Portfolio copies being released
Calloway County High School 2009 writing portfolio copies are
now being released. These thx:uments may be picked up in room
303 at the school Monday through Fnday between 9:30 and 11:30
a.m. pnor to Oct. 30.

Elements supports foundation
In honor of Breast Cancer Awareness Month, Elements will host
Christma.s Sneak Pink from Oct. 23 through Ocl. 31. Choose your
discount. During this week customers can choose their discounts off
the pink tree with discounts ranging from 10 to 30 percent off. A
portion of the proceeds from Christmas Sneak Pink will go to the
Vera Bradley Foundation for Breast Cancer. Elements is located at
I 2(/5 B Chestnut St. , Murray.

FRANKFORT, Ky. — Joined
by women's health leaders and
advocates from across the state,
the Kentucky Commission on
Women(COW) hosted the 2nd
Annual
Women's
Health
Summit: Changing the Grade in
Kentucky on Sept. 25.
Last year, the Commission on
Women brought a diverse group
of independent health coalitions
and women's advocates together
to create a snapshot of the health
status for Kentucky women as a
whole_ Over the course of two
days. breakout sessions and plenary discussions allowed for the
opportunity to share ideas on
how to best aggressively fight
for women's health as a unified,
statewide front.
The morning began with the
opportunity for participants to
enjoy "chair yoga" as a means
of improving overall health by
reducing stress levels. First
Lady Jane
Beshear and
Lieutenant Governor Daniel
Mongiardo then addressed summit attendees, affirming their
deep commitment to improving
the health of all Kentucky
women.
"As an honorary co-chair of
the Women's Health Coalition, I
know- that here in Kentucky. we
just aren't talking the talk about
changing the grade of women's
health, we are walking the walk
and making tangible strides
toward
educating
women
statewide," said Mrs. Beshear.
"This conference demonstrates
that it will take a holistic. community effort to truly tum the
tide of health for mothers. sisters and daughters in our state."
This year's summit continued
the successes of the previous
year, while expanding and deepening discussions about some of

through to prepare for pregnoncy. This cycle is controlled by a womonS
hormones, but con be disrupted by medical

conditions ond obnormolities of the ovaries or uterus

0

Q.

Murray Woman's Clinic con help evoluote your
menstrual problems ond review your treotrnent
opttons We offer the in-office procedures known cs
endometrioi ablation for reducIng or eliminating
problem bleeding.

When Experience Counts,
Count on our Lifetime of Experience

urra

O..

Highway 641 in Murray.
Donors must be in general
good health, weigh 110 pounds
or more. and be at least 17 years
old (16 with completed Parental
Consent Form). Flease bring
your donor card or photo ID.
PICASC allow approximately 60
minutes for the entire blood
donation process. Appointments
are encouraged. Walk-in donors
are welcome; however. those
with appointments will be given
priority. For more informanon
on blood donation, call 1-800-.
GIVE-LIFE (448-3543) or log.
on to www.givelife.org.
The American Red Cross shelters. feeds and counsels victims
of disasters; provides nearly half
of the nation's blood supply:
teaches lifesaving skills: and'
supports military members and
their families. The American'
Red Cross is a chanty, not a
government
agency,
and
depends on volunteers and the
generosity of the American public to perform its humanitarian
mission.

the most pressing issues for
Kentucky
women
today.
Speakers and session leaders
focused on topics ranging from
heart disease- the number one
killer of women in the
Commonwealth—to oral health,
depression. obesity and beyond.
-This year's summit provides
the opportunity to bnng together
leaders from all walks of life to
discuss important health issues
relating to women here in the
Commonwealth," said Lt.
Governor Mongiardu. "By
working together, we will
change the grade of women's
health for generations to come,
from Pikeville to Paducah."
The day was highlighted by
the Mary Breckenridge Pioneer
in Women's Health Award
Luncheon. Breckiruidge Award
winner Representative Ruth
Ann Palumbo of Fayette County
was honored for her leadership
in the development of a comprehensive women's health legislative package and beyond.
Additionally, surrunit participants heard from Lisa Codispoti
of the National Women's Law
Center. who encouraged all conference participants to continue
their diligent efforts.
"The Kentucky Commission
on Women is dedicated to ensuring overall women's health and
well-being is a front burner
issue." said Executive Director
Eleanor Jordan. "A woman is
more likely to move into old age
alone, infirrned and impoverished. We are the pritnary caretakers of children and estended
family....we are 52 percent of
the Kentucky population. It just
makes good sense—we can•t
really move Kentucky fonvard
without formulating a womancentered approach in our public
health policy.-

The Ladies of the Oaks
Country Club did not hold their
regularly scheduled golf on
Wednesday, Oct. 14 due to
inclement weather.
A scramble will be piayed on
Wednesday., Oct. 21, at 9:30
a.m. with Mary Alice Smith and
JoAnne Auer as hostesses.
Following golf(weather per-

mining) a soup, chili, sandwich
luncheon will be provided.
A business rravting will be
held afterwards. Officers will be
presented and installed.

Hickory Woods
Retirement Center

HAPPENINGS

Schedules
given for
meetings

by Alvan Peale,
We had our first talent show practice this week. It will he stnular to
the vanery show at Grand Rivers
with comedy.. singing and sluts
What a show it will be!! Who knows
the show may be such a hit well
have to charge admission.
Happy Birthday goes out to
Beverly Bogard. a Hickory Woods
employee who has been with us
since the first year we opened.
Happy Birthday Beverly. and many
more'
Thanks to Laura Vinson for coming this week and singing for us.
Laura is so faithful to CORY every
month and use her talent to entertain
us
We've had a special treat this
week with Shannon Colson. our new
mnssage therapist. Shannon will be
coming on a regular basis to keep
our bodies "uxally relaxed... We are
so excited to have this service
offered to us now.
On Wednesday we enjoyed corne
wonderful apple and cherry.
turnovers in our rooms. Something
about getting served a "treat" in our
room makes us happy.
lenise and Mitzi have been gone
this week to an activity seminar for
setuors in Lexington. Kentucky It
has certainly been quiet around here
without them! I guess we'll catch up
on our reading and "quiet time" and
be reads to try their "new" activities
when they return from their meeting
else loots or feels like
home Ina we come Hose
m Utterback Rd. • Murray, ky
Phone- i2701 -144700 • 1-830-1314014

Alcoholics Anonymous holds
meetings at 615 South 12th St..
in the Southside Shopping
Center behind Regions Branch
Bank. The regular schedule is:
Sunday, 8 p.m., closed. smoking, 12x12 study: Monday, 8
p.m. open. smoking; Tuesday, 8
p.m. closed. no smoking;
Wednesday, 11 a.m. closed, no
smoking, 6 p.m., closed, ladies
meeting, smoking,8 p.m.. open.
smoking; Thursday, 8 p.m.
closed. smoking, big book
meeting; Friday. 12 noon, no
smoking. lunchtime meeting. 8
p.m. open, smoking. New comers; Saturday, 10 a.m., open, nosmoking,8 p.m. open, no-smoking, speaker meeting.
Closed meeungs are for people who think they have a problem with alcohol and want to
give it up. Open meetings are
for anyone who wants to attend
an AA meeting. The last
Saturday in the month is "Eat-nMeet" potluck at 8 p.m.
For information call Mitch at
753-9320. or Kathy at 4931227, or Chuck at 436-2552.

•

INokal
Girls Night Out
Shopping Fair
Tuesday, October 20th • 6:00-8:00 p.m.
Four Seasons Restaurant, Hardin, KY
Vendors include:

Talk to your doctor if you experience
significont changes in your menstrual cycle,
bleeding between your periods or pelvic
pain. Then. take action.

We can help.

0

Ghastly. Ghoulish. Ghostly.
Giving? Redefine Halloween
by donating blood. It could
save the life of a ghost or goblin
close to you.
October is here. For many
persons, thoughts dnft to candy,
costumes and carving pumpkins. But for many pauents at
area hospitals. the only treat
that's sure to please is a blood
donation.
Blood transfusions are used
for trauma victims--due to accidents and bums—heart surgery
patients, organ
transplant
patients, newborns and premature babies, complications during childbirth and patients
receiving
treatment
for
leukemia, cancer or sickle cell
disease.
Forget the trick and give a
treat this October by donating
blood on the following dates:
Thursday, Oct. 22. from 12:30
p.m. to 5:30 p.m. at First
Presbyterian Church located at
1601 Main St. in Murray.
Tuesday, Oct. 27,fronr10 a.m.
to 4 p.m. at Wal-Mart located on

Kentucky Commission
on Women hosts
Women's Health Summit
Ladies of the Oaks

0.• Dealing with your body's cycle
Vul The menstruol cycle is o series of changes woman s body goes

Me.

the elder son
vident Ronald
nan and pres,agan Legacy

COMimmom
MUN
ITY
mommmilimmins.••=tiyieding.

The Family Resourte and louth Service
(*enters of Calloway County Schools will
host the Jean Jam, Pant Give-a-way for
Students in the preschool through Middle
School on Tuesday. from 6:30 to 8 p.m. at the
Calloway County Middle School.
Families are encouraged to take part in
this event to help prepare for colder weather,
if needed. Parents/Guardians are requirrd to
come to the activity with youth. For information call 762-7333.
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*Avon
*31 Gifts
*Mary Kay
Ar *Celebrate Home
*Lia Sophia
*Essentials by Julii

*Southern Living
*Homemade Gourmet
*Gift Wrapping by Brin
*Ribbon Chix
*Scentsy
*Tupperware

*Shoe Chic
*Dainty D-tails
*Uppercase Living
*Pampered Chef
No.
*QVC Rings
*Sister Sweets

Xrecue foUt le4 An a pea! N491a ojjive,

teiptedsateata. (sad diewsia9i
For more details call:
Stacey @ 270-339-8358
-I•
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Portion Restricted tor Buliding Pond
i KRS 157 440. KFtS 160 476)17 le hao been
committed to the Building Fund. Thi.
includes a minimum of Og.
5 7c FSPIC Nickel
5 7c Equalized Growth Nickel Date levied
09/11/2003
5.7e Original Growth Nickel Date levied
09/11/2003
)Please note that the porttan tvatrTrted fur the huddr:ste
fund most he at least the rote tn produce the 5t mato
lent 0.1 shown on the tar rate rerttfteatton ,

Motor Vehicle Rate M.4 Occupational Tax ilciRS 160.6051 0 OR
Utility Tax(KRS 160 6131 3.0% Lennie Tax (KRS 160.6131 0.0er
Does your Utility Gram Receipts License Tax apply to cable services/ Yee
'Tangible Property (See Inatructiorta ,
Taxed Exempted
Aircraft - Recreational & Non-Commercial(FMB 1322004 UM
X
Wstercraft - Non-Conunercial Oet-of-State or Coast Guard
Registered (KRS 132.200(19n
X
Bolers
8-13-09 Richard H. Crouch
8-13-09
su perinterident
Date
Board Chairperson
Date
T. Rates levied approved by the Kentucky Board of Education on October 8.2009
FIREFIGHTERS
Wanted Paid training,
good salary, $ tor
school, regular raises,
benefits, retirement
HS grads ages 17-31
Call Mon-Fri
1-80o-777-6289

GET THIS 130
AD FOR ONLY
S75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Lodge. Apply In

person after 7:00PM.

pnon• calla.

NOTICE
Advert/we are
requested to check
the first insertion of
their ad for any
error. Murray Ledger
& Times will be
responsible for only
one incorrect Inseteon. Any error
stiould be
reported immediatlely so correctIons can
be made.

•Jadr04...malies
.6aril Sager Me)
•Alidasart
-Ovimmsestal Cara
Weight Foray
2341 JILOM
Spartrasit
(2701153-6635
tal1221,421,

L:"
CHARLIE S
Antique
Mall & Soda Fountain
is seeking a part time
clerk Must
have some computer
skills and be alai° to
type Apply inside No
phone calls

A,DMINISTRATIVE
Assistant
Approximately 16
hours per week
Computer skills
required
Send reSuMe5 10
larmingtonchurch0 Wk
rIel or
PO Box 172
Farmington. KY 42040

Brethaveri ol Benton is currently accepting
applications for the following position RN
full-time attemoon shill We offer competitive wages and an excellent benefit package
Must be licensed in the State of Kentucky.
Apply in person at Britthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S Benton, KY
42025 EOE/AAE
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

All line ads placed In our paper MR

posted on our webs,* tor trail

MARKETING
Pleasant voices tor
easy phone work
No selling
Full/Part-time.
Work Monday-Friday.
$7.25-$16 per houi
Paid Weekly
762-9900
RECEPTIONIST
The C.A. Jones
Management Group
has an immediate
opening for a full
time Receptionist
The successful candidate must be able
to: Answer incoming
calls on a switchboard, route calls and
take messages. Greet
all visitors in a cordial.
professional manner,
determine nature of
business, and
announce visitors to
appropnate perscnnel.
Provide general
administrative suPP011
to management staff,
Answer questions
adout organization
and provide cailers
wrth address. directions. and other information. Monitor visitor
access, Receive, sort
and route mail. Other
duties may be
assigned High scrool
diploma or GED is
required Competitive
Pay and Benefits
package Please submit resume to
careers,
*chunk lOnes net
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MON either of the

twins today

C-11)

lbem a Hopp 7Ist Birthda) ipc
Lore. your family

to Buy

Combined
Insurance Is
seeking Sales
Agents for
local area.
Limiteo
Income to
start and

CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th.
Murray

Comprehensive
benelitS paCkage.
Complete
training. Nonlic.
encouraged tO
apply.
Call Doug

2004 Balboa Mustang
hot tub, Caribbean
tolue, seats 4 to 6 peopie, 7'x7', with new
cover. 51,400. 7532538 after 5 00prn
lease message

Smith IP
659-321-6756
between 9-6.

INSURANCE

-- PREPLANNING -

Lou V. McGary

Prr-Aerangriarrif Specialist

Dana, Willoughby

Does Your Policy Pay 100% of
the Deductibles?

inflationary cost

Avoid

MEDICARE
SLTPPLEMENT

Lock in pnce, single pay or
payment plan
Irresocable Medicaid
Approved

You are responeible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay $1.024 on Part A. $135 on
Part B Call me for more information

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home

FRU HELP IN CLARA FILLNC POR SY CLIENTS
753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071
Terry ismc-ukaren

Owner,

WHAT* MEDICARE
( kNIP SI I'll( (.
tNING
ADVANTAGE?
it Is an alternative to a
Or NI
, K1
Medicare Supplement.

140

For rates that exceeded compensating and KB 940 tax rates, the notice and

heanng requirements of KRS 160 470(7.61".. published at learn twice for two
(2)
consecuuve weeks. in the newspaper of largest circulation in the county. the
public hearing which shall be held not lees than seven (7) days nor more than ten
(10)
days after the day that the second advertisoment is published,' have been met.
An advertisement was placed in the Murray Ledger & Times newspaper
on
07)362009 i date of first advertisement) and 08/062009 (date of second advertisement)
The public hearing waa held on 0613.1009
For ra.as subiect to recall. an sdditional advertisement was made on - within 7 days of the hearing as (-equired by KRS 160 470 (8( Once the forty-five
i4si days have passed airier- the rate wail levied we retll send notification of
whether a valid petition was preeented If a valid petition was presented. we will
indicate whether we intend to place the issue before the voters for approval
If advertisement was required, the ratee levied do not exceed the proposed ratee
advertised
Rate Levied (Please circle type I
'
0111pengatIng
Sub (1) (
.1i____,C)--"
Howie Bill 940
Other
Please enter actual rate below with exoneration amount if applicable.

CS

MAC"

• .35 extra for Smart Saver (Mon Classifieds go into Smart
Saver/

IOC

46s.

NI 11 un.

loc:ated

words 5.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: S.12 per word per day.

•

Tax Rates Levied For School Year 20094010
School District - Murray Independent $446
Contact Name Sarah Kargi
Contact Number (270)753-4363
'Po the Kentucky Board of Educauon, Frankfort, KY
In compliance with Kentucky Revised Statutes and the regulauona
ol the
Kentucky Board of Education, we, the board of education of the above
named
school diatnct. hereby submit for your approval the following tax rates levied
on
08/13/2009

Real
Estate

Smrt Sri

56.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20

Happ Birthda‘

Proposed Bowe Flood Elevation Determination for Calloway
County. Kentucky
and Incorporated Areas The Department of Homeland
Security'a Federal
Emergency Management Agency solicits technical information
or comments on
the proposed Baae (1-percentannual-chancei Flood
Elevations(RFEa) shown in
the Preliminary Flood Insurance Study FIS) arid on the
Preliminary Flood
Insurance Rate Map(FIRM for your community These proposed BFEs
are the
hams for the floodplain management measures that your community im
required
to either adopt or shoe evidence of having in effect in order to qualify
or remain
qualified for participation in the Natinrial Flood Insurance Program ; NFIP
For
a detailed listing of the proposed BFEs and inforination on the statutory
period
provided for appeals. please visit FEMA'a website •t
https www floodmaps ft-ma gov/thin(ScriptiAfe main asp, or call the
FEMA Map
A.-instance Center toll free st 1-877-FEM_A MAP

Rate

lb*

$8.50 Column Inch, 601, Discount 2nd Run,
40". Discount 3rd Run
1.111
,k1ust Ruh Within e Day Period
$3.35 per coluntn inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guido
1 IN1
•••.

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley'
Morris
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00
p.m. • Fax:'733-1927
Leon
Hobo'

st-11 it
ts/
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Ankles
For Sale

8X10 Wood Storage
building. $900 obo
293-7257

RI.SIlil NTI‘L

Please call me for an appointrnent

&

ommt R( 111

Ron Sallin
Annual Enrollment Begins Nov. 15
Medicare Supplement Services
Phone (270)759-1565
Cell (270)210-2533

7.1-92t4
Pt tst

Cali MI
.A..sTi Icy Morris-if

t‘u,

SOWN

ss

NICK MCCLURE

. .753- I 91
ai.41 place VOut.,id today!
2x2 $12.00 a Week . 2x 1
S6,00 a' week
13 week contract
-Runs on Monday

•

OWNER
SINCE

HOUSE we
for rent in I.
must have
S450 morel
security
(270)978-7.

WATERFR

1993

Rent, 2BR,

pletely turn'
info go to *
lakeretreal
436-5091

THANICS FOR
YOUR BUSINESS

360

Stories

EDE-At/FON

A8F War
Near MSt

STAFF
Accountant/CPA successful CPA fern
oftermg competitive
salary. 4 day work
week. 2yrs. public
accounting experience
arid BS in accounting
required Email
resume confidentialfy
to: Julie0sacora.com
THE C A. Jones
Management Group is
now none tor the following positions for a
temporary assignment
that will be from
November 15. 2009
through February,
2010
Customer Service
Representatives
Dais Entry Clerics
Shipping Clerks
Receiving Clerks
The hours of operation
for the facility are 7:00
am cst to 2:00 am
cst. All shifts availatite. Flexible Hours

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES._
WARD ELKINS.

(270) 753-1713
Whirlpoot Refrigerator
wece maker $275.00
Whirlpool Wall Oven
$175.00. Whirlpool
Cooktop $75.00. All
Eleciric. Benton. KY
(270)653-5003.

VENTURE
www.murraykyapartments.com
270-767-9111
Specializing in newly built
I & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Water, sewer, trash & Cable TV included
Appliances included. No PETS!

Furnislingt
TOP qualrty
consignment furniture,
accessories and
antiques

Reed Interiors

%wood

Firewood

2BR Duplex. C/1-1/A.
all appliarces. newly
remodeled, 1003-8
Northwood.
(270)753-0259
2BR near MSU, appliances
furnished.
OH/A Coleman RE
753-9898

603 Main St
753-6361

293-2487.

Please submit your
resume to
Ca reefs
iones net or complete
an applicator at 306
Andrus Dr Murray
KY 42071

3BR, 2BA, NICa
duplex, 185
Cambridge. all-appliances
$600/mo +deposit
(2701293-6768

achuck-

4BR, CM/A, all appliances Coleman RE
753-9898

Calloway' Garden
Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive
HOLIDAYS
ARE
NEAR, DO
YOU
NEED YOUR HOUSE
CLEANLD?
270-293-5806

LARGE 3BR
753-6012

$295

Rent

410

Murray. KY 42071
Onc and Two
Bedroom Apartment.
270-753-8556
TDD I-BOO-5451633
EX t. 2143
E
umorlil-ey

Conputers

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sates
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633

BUYING

1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposit
required 753-4109
1BR apartmert. All utlities paid, w/d hook-up.
$550 per month plus
deposit. 270-227-4325
1BR, price reduced.
various
locations
Coleman RE
753-9898

Junk cars. trucks and
tractors 436-5235.
227-6004

2BR duplex. C/H/A,
various
locations
Coleman RE.
753-989e

BUYING old U S Coin
collections
Paying
Blue Book value
293-6999

9C8 Hillwood Dr, 2BR.
2BA $425/mo.
Deposit. lease & references required
227-3331

753-

Fa( Rent

HAZEL New one bedoom Appliances.
waier, sewer, trash.
electric included
$550/mo. (270)4928211
LARGE 3BR apt.
newly remodeled. on
campus, CM/A, WM),
$600 water, sewage &
trash furnished, no
pets.759-4696. 2934600

NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wecinesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984.
Equal I-lousing .
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
UNIVERSITY Heights
Apts is now accepting
applications for 1 & 2
BR rental assisted
apartments M-W-TH.
8-2:30. 1734 Campbell
SI 759-2282 Heanng
Impaired only 1-800Equal
648-6056
Housing Opportunity.
VERY Nice Large.
2-Bedroom. 2-Bath
Duplex, completely
remodeled. centralheat/air. washer/dryer,
all appliances furnished, great location
no pets.
non-smoking
$650.00/month. one
year lease. deposit
and references
required. 753-5719,
VERY Nice, 2Bedroom 1 -Bath
Duplex, centralheat/air. washer/diyer.
all appliances furnished. great location
no pets.

non-smoking
$600 00/month. one
year lease. deposit
and references

recitnrod 753-5719

Study in paradise, 9
miles from campcs.
515
Saddle
Ln.I
$400/mo
206-883-6219

L

28,4 Bedroom houses
lease & deposit
required 753-4109

2-BEDROOhl. 2-Bath
House. completely
remodeled. centralheat/air. washendryer
all appliances furnished quiet location
near lake, no inside
pets, non-smoking.
$700 00/month one
year lease. deposit
and references
required 753-5719.
2BR. Appl HVAC,
VV/D hook-up
rell/lease/oeposit $525
after 5 227-4113

Ledgef & Times
(.270)753-1916

(270)767-1176
3 BR, 2 BA manufactured home, close to
KY lake and TN KY
border.
5600
per
month.
Additonal
acreage availabe for
livestock al an additional charge.
731-232-6155

AN

fit your
Loco,

Frage rat
753-8359
GI
STORAI
PROF
119 E

(270)71
cd:(270)
9a.m..4

3BR, 1BA $575 per
month 978-0742
39R, 1BA, apptiances
furnished, no pets. 1 yr
lease,
references
required. 106 S. 13th
St. $500/mo. $500
security deposrt.
270-519-2699

J&L
MINI-S1
720 S. 4

t'snwrd 121
10X10 S25
127014.
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Hogue Delivery
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*Inside cern
stor
*Security
•Safe A
•We sell
•We rent

Load Mall

1
1 6 leo.--JABS 3us.---136.116
1 1 yr...---3141011 6 ma.---,UM
I yr.----SUM
1
1

AB Other Mail

Subscriptions
1
475.00
1 3 ino.-.-...$711.50 3 MO.
1 aw.-.....8911.110 6 ma
I
1 yr.--......-$120.110 1 yr.-. $145.60
I
Money Order
Visa
M/C'
1 Check
1

1440 sq
lease Gre
has gas hei
978-0402
PR0
S
office spaci
Appx 1,50(
0402

Name

I St Addresr

City
I State
Zip
Daytime Ph
Mail this coupon with pat,ment

The Place to
Start.... Murray

Houses For RIM

2BR Newly redecorated. New heatirgIAC
units. Stove, fndge,
W/D hook-ups. No
pets Ref./lease/dee
Water. sewer, trash
paid. Cardinal Dr. in
city $515.

1
1

Murray Ledger & limes
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, ICY 42071
Or

call 1270) 753-1918

1
11
Next
offict
thri
Call

Niger & Thee,

%I urra s 1.edger
& Tinies

CLASSIFIEDS
AullParli

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 22ND at 1:00 P.M.

USED TIRES

LOCATION: 400 E. WOOD ST., PARIS, TN

14 15 lb inch
Starting at S20mounted

oser 11,000 sq. ft. climate controlled storage space
%/electronic entry, closed circuit monitoring iecurity
ciutwriss and lots located in Paris Harbor Estates

-Ft1"LIR
k

— F11. 1101
—1011,11)1R.

I

Moen Storage haulity
401) h Mwod St

I k AC1 II

— lion. 5 pt.
--Wit pit
— not ut
—
ta

TRACI III

TRACI V

Cali 753-5606
Used Ca'
196/ Chevy
1eVB
red/white 95% onginai. $11 000
1985 Chevy 2500
Surburban. blueigray.
$1,200
293-1437

l iit 4'29
Lot #10

1R ACT IV

,a 4i47
lAit #48

Lots 29 10 47 & 48 are located in Pans
Harbor 1-Atrics II and can be found in Plat
Cabinet C - Slide 157 in the Henry Co
Court House

ill1111111111

Et.

REILL ESIIATE AUCIlION
a_LN LS

Alva selling will be extra storage building modules
to be installed — approx. 100 units total. along
%kith other building matenals.
TERMS ON REAL ESTATE: 10% down day of
sale, balance due within 45 days with delivery of
deed. Possession at closing.
ft t) 111
Merseallsesis-Mraleese

xxi riC 20s4
ass

BUNCH BROS. AUCTION
& REALTY, INC.

1987 GMC Truck 4
wheel drive, camo
paint, 350
motor
$2.800 obo
270-227-4212

$15 & up Will mow
lawns Adult owned &
operated
270-978-5655

1.8.M
-•
!_AWN SERViCE
M:owtrai, IkedatitUnie*.
landscaping
Leaf /fat uumittg
Saitimiliratitm gukranWird

Palms trO)37S-PSINI Pas 12701370-21107
Weber*. bunGneteilliatillOnnliellY•Wel

753-11416_727-0611

LAKE LOT
BLOW-OUT
2+ ACRE LAKE LOT
W/ FREE BOAT
SLIPS!
Just
$24,900

I
ze n ts
24/7 Surveillance
Climate Control
Electricity

1

Houses For Rent

redecoratew heatingVAC
Stove. fndge.
look-ups. No
Ref./lease/dep.
r. sewer, trash
Cardinal Dr. in
515
767-1176

. 2 BA manufachome, close to
ike and TN KY
,r
5600
per
Additonal
ge availabe for
)ck at an addicharge.
32-6155

HOUSE wrth garage
or rent in Hazei, KY,
must have references
$450 month + $450
security.
(270)978-7441
WATERFRONT For
Rent, 2BR, 2BA, completely furnished. More
info go to wenv.hamlinlakeretreat.com
or
436-5091

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

AN sizes to
fit your needs
Located by
Frew radio station

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell:(270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F
ik% ill N.
"NMI s 1
kr .1

was $59,900
Located on 160,000
acre Kentucky Lake.
Enjoy swimming pool,
waking trails. private
park, more. Excellent
financing Call now
1-800-704-3154, x
3293. kylakesale.com

J&L FtENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
tenter of 121 S & Gkwitak.
HMO $25 IOUS WO
(270) 436-2524
1270) 293-6906

he

111IES
mat Mall

Other Mad
bacriptions

isa

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes,
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600

COMMerCall building
for sale or lease. High
traffic. Great visibility
978-0402

Pas & Sunnis

AKC
Pin puppies,
3-females. born July 1.
2009. 5350.00-piece,
parents on premises.
978-1550
DOG Obedience
(270,436-2858

(731 i6.32- Yrq
., ca.
B..

MINIATURE
Dachshuno puppies. 3
male blk & tan, $100
each. 719-688-3947.

F.'S&
11,000-SOFT. home
in country, 6BR, 6BA,
indoor pooi, gymnasi-

um. (26' tall ceiling),
5acres lake, lots of
outside decks. 5 acres

KELLY FARMS
For Sale
Wheat Straw bales

up to 90acres.
559-2032.

10 or more
$2.00 a bale

ENERGY saving new
home, 2.244 sq ft
under roof, 3BR, 2BA,
(cath ceilings). 2 car
garage, concrete dnve.
patio & front porch. no
city taxes, $8,000
rebale, first time buyers, 210-3781,
559-2032

Square & round
bales. horse quality.

Cell: 293-6755
Nights: 753-8697

ri

MUT sacnbcel 4BR,
1.5/3A. newly remodeled. located at Hardin,
$50,000.
270-753-1592.

1008 Southwood 4plex
280K 978-0074

%larva, Ledger It Timm Fair

New 2-4
Bedrosas banes in
RirerfIdd Estates.

Houaing Arl %Mice

mai t.latr adierhaad helm
thi Federal Fair
1-lok,anir 4ct.
make, it,
illegal to ad.enee 11,1 prefer•
eme limitahon or Jeri-mynatkin heed
rare, tole, rell
gm,

hdrIthrap, tAIT111.1.4.1•

nat.nal m.o. or ,nten
['on to ruke ans sukh
d,crunina
th,n
sute
tiabal dra-ritaimation
m
idle Total 0,adverh,o,i
rrai mute heed on tartors
athimon
thow protxted
under irderal la.
We .111 koomingl, exeri
AdVerrl,Ille
reaf cstate.
4.ch

REDUCEDI
38R. 1-112 Bath,
beautiful large comer
lot. lots of storage
759-2475

nnvecial Proc.
For Sale

1440 sot. bldg lo
lease. Great location
has gas heal.
978-0402
PROFESSIONAL
office space for lease.
Appx. 1.500 sq.ft. 9780402

i•iiiro
avarlabk,
nit, has,
For further ametance ,itr
Housing Adverteins ret.p.nre•si 1
merit,

72:11.'''''''

FOR SALE OR LEASE

WHY rent when you
can own? Save 8K first
time home buyers.
130K house for sale.
949-322-1495

SPECIAL!!!
This 1x1.5
could be yours

anent to:

Imes

Y71

1816 U.S. Hwy 121 By-Psss
Next to Farr) Bureau 10.000 Sq
OffiCe bolding Can be dmoded onto
thres units of 3,333 sq ft each
all 270-293-8258 or 270-759-4081

A MO.NTH
'CALL 751-iute
A-

AFFORDABLE
Hauling
Clean out
garages. gutters, iunk
& tree work

22/-0587
753-2353
ALL Carpentry
•Remodeting
•Aiddrhons
•Decks
•Porchea
*Pole Barns
•Laminate FlOorS
*Tile
.4.4obtle Horne-Repair
•flocif-Overs
•Underp4nning
Larry Nimmo

Hill Electric
Since 1986
24 now wawa
Res , Com ,& Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - bag or small

753-9562
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete
tree
removal, gutter
cleaning. hauling, etc.
Insured. Emergency

293-1118
ADAMS Home
Improvement
Additions.
Remodeling. Roofing.
Vinyl Song, Laminate
Floors.
Repairs.
Insured
227-2617. 474-0586

for ONLY S85
•

per month.

Up to 20 words.
(270)753-1916

rl 14 XN IS
‘SI'll
Tai

imbue
11.mlitte
%%
I r Ir‘lo

270-753- 2274)

[

wixkl., a spectal

•locally

293-2743
293-2714

3301 SI. Rt ii2iN
753-8087

\larble

,•,

Aldridiar• &

HOUSE Husbanc.
All types of home
repairs No job too
small
270-519-8155

Simmon's Handyman
& Carpentry Service.
Over 20 years. Tree
service also Call Don.
Murray area.
519-8570.

C270)227-8188

DRYWALL repair &
painting, Free estimates. 270-873-9916.

• Painting • Fix-it's

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured.
489-2839.

i*rirfultatlitt
totemic-nom
,

Cal us rar

rou cormrimacm

11.614 MOW arf.c..01.

•Floofing •Sheetroc-k

BRUSH &
HAMMER

•Plaster •Remodels
& more

ARIES (March 21-AprIl 19)
**** Schedule meetings Or
talks for the first half of the day.
In the later part of the day, check
out other sources, seek out more
information and tap into an
expen or two. Remain centered
with a difficult associate. Tonight:
Let your mind wander.
TAURUS (Apell 20-May 20)
**** Others run with the ball.
Listen to feedback, but know that
you don't have to agree
Creativity and dynamic energy
merge. Do write down your
ideas.
Opportunity
strikes
through awareness and being
open. Tonight. Spend time with a
favorite person.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Charge into work and
get as much done as possible.
You will find a reason not to work
soon enough today. If you have
enough under your belt, you iust
might be able to take off or fudge
a little and enjoy visiting with
friends or 'networking." Tonight:
The ever-popular Gemini is in
demand!
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Use your ingenuity it
you hit an either-or situation.
Trust that there is a way of combining them and making them
one. A partner adds a great deal
of support in a plan or idea. Talk
through ideas with this person.
Tonight. Woric as late as need
be.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Though slow to start, by
midday you are a force to be
deatt with. Understand another
person's expectations, and show
that they can be met in an appropriate manner. A brainstorming
session comes up with unusual
ideas. Tonight: Ready for a
change.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Make calls in the morning, encouraging conversation
and different ideas Your ability
to home in on basics is always
important, but do try to take in
the big picture. Realize what is
important to a family member
Tonight: Head home.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
**** Expenses could be overwhelming if you aren't careful.
Start up talks about containing
your expenses, and establish a
better budget. Brainstorm in

Free
Pallets

(270)873-9341
(270)8T3-24878

JONES
ROOFING
Licensed & Insured
Fres estimates

(270)29:3-0354
(270)753-0355

WEST
Calloway
County
Development
•Track hoe, dozer.
backhoe work & septic
systems. top soil &
gravel for sale We
build you a Horne to
Surte your Needs
270-210-3781
270-559-2032

Horoscope

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
I -Difficult

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable. but
inaccuracies do OCCur
Readers using this
information do so at
their
own
risk
Ahhough persons and
companies mentioned
herein are belreved to
be reputable. The
Murray
Ledger
&
Times. nor any of rts
employees acoept any
responsibility whatsoever for their activibes.
TEARRY'S
Tree
Service. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

• Repairs • Decks

(270) 436-2228

--7, t/A1-;111
;- I ;-

Go
years rim,
!Kleetartil t flfltr kir if o,
f rec. f- mteriati
laol•fittq

& S DOZER

Cusroal But..LoOzikie
•Lano-cieanng
•Undertoustiing Ponds
•La,es •Waterwaes
Free Esnmates
22 yearS exp
293-0371

Pa% int!,

SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007

ril o F. •

pressure washed
& stained

APPLIANCE REPAIR

Additions, Windows. Siding,
Painting, Flooring, Roofing,
Decks, Concrete
& Repairs

ON Ileti/Orellield

799-1151 •

CHADWICK Catering
Ready to serve your
celebration needs

Custom bulldozing
end trackhoe work,
land clearing,
underbrusrung, ponds,
lakes and waterways
Free esemates
Gene Parker
293-1006
753-5838
evenings ieave
message

111PervIon Mind

Calhoon Construction, LLC

`..!

Hamilton (.1-.11

Contact Cheryl
Chadsvick
(270)492-8266

Servxss Offered

I I
\I \\ \i,1

BRICK & Block leyei
available
270-252-0667

\,̀1'11 \I I
\int lull

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Tuesday, Oct. 20, 2009:
This year, you waver between
recluse and reflective, and extroverted and assertive. 'This backand-forth works, though it could
Land for sale. 90K, 4.5 draw some interesting reactions
acre lot. Oaks County from those who are used to
your
Club Rd. 978-0053
original style. Others push you
hard to do what they want. If
you are single. you'll meet peoAalgs
ple with ease this winter. Decide
what type of relationship you
want before choosing the perapp.
t
son. If you are attached, a cer,rom Paris Land n.;
tain excitement infuses your
SZ.000
relationship. Indulge the two of
Contact
Pain Bygderi •
you with a getaway or retreat.
Lake Realtor,
SAGITTARIUS pampers you.

1BA $575 per
978-0742

IBA, appliances
led, no pets. 1 yr
,
references
ed. 106 S. 13th
;500/mo, $500
ty deposit.
19-2699

YOUR AD
COULD RE: •
HERE FOR
- ONLY $75.00 :

436-5141

Monday, October 19, 2009• 7

Loading DOCK of
Mun-sy Ledger &
Times
First Come
First Serve
Piease
No Phone Cans

Ira lacumellos Blear
order to find solutions. especially
if you're uncomfortable with
other situations. Tonight: Hang
with your friends.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** The morning is peak
time, so use it well. You might
not have a penod as strong as
this for a long time. Listen to
news that heads in your direction
in the p.m. You might be inclined
to act quickly. Tonight• Respond
to someone you look up to.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** Use the morning for
research and reflection. Later in
the day, you will feel like taking
steps toward that goal. Once you

start, it could be difficuft to stop
you. News or facts draw a passionate
response. Tonight:
Whatever makes you smile.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** You might want to
approach a situation differently if
you look at what is going or
behind
the
scenes.
Impulsiveness
does
seem
inevitable in the morning, but
you are able to put the breaks
on. Tonight: Do your. thing.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** You might want to
rethink your responses to those
in charge and peopie you work
with. Someone could be nega-

tive
without
meaning
to.
Meetings prove to be inspirational and grve you a lot of
insight. Tonight: Where the
action is
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Do needed research.
find experts: complete a conversation that could be the finishing
touch in your mind toward taking
a plan and running with it. Others
want your participation. and you
need to walk your talk. Tonight.
Could he a late night.
BORN TODAY

Baseball player Mickey Mantle
(1931)

LARGE PIZZA
3 - 8 PM
7 DAYS
A
WEEK

PR/CE ALREADY
INCLUDES
TAX

-.

TH/S IS A PICKUP ONLY SPECIAL FOR A LARGE ONE TOPPING PIZZA
ADDITIONA1 TOPPINGS MAY BE ADDED FOR SI DO EACH

SPECIAL AVAILABLE FOR A LIMITED TIME

270-767-1199
805C SOUTH 12TH STREET MURRAY, KY.

Hear Today...Savo Today!
()pen Fit Behind the Ear
Reg. $2,500 Sale Price

*1595

Custom Digital In the Ear
Reg. $1,095 Sale Price

$695

Free Hearing Test with This Coupon - Offer Expires 10/31/09
All hearing aids sold on a 30 Day Thal Purchase
Professionals Available For You!
Call Today — 270-7534055 or Call Toll Frei 1-1100-9
49-57211

STONE-LANG CO.
HEARING REHABILITATION

210 South 12th Street• Murray. KY
"Since 1876 - A Name YOu Can.Trust"

•
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COMO/ FEATURES
Family's recorded history
is now a matter of memory

WM,Back
Ten years ago
The City-County Parks System's new bicycle-motor cross
track is nearly completed,
according to Skip Dodds. director
Births reported include a girl
to Edward and Angela Kowalski, Oct. 4: a boy to Jacob W.
and Rebecca Miller. Oct. 7, a
girl to Robert and Mary Beth
Lyons, Oct. 12; A girl to Eric
Shane and -femme Michelle
Derby, Oct. 1 3.
Murray State University Racers won 37-32 over Eastern
Illinois in the homecoming football game. Heather Howell of
Benton was crow.ned as homecoming queen.
Twenty years ago
Charles E. (Chuck) Simons
of Murray was honored at a
"Chuck Roast" on Oct 6 with
the establishment of a scholarship in his name at Murray
State University. He is a former member of the music faculty at MSU. About 150 persons were present for the roast.
Mrs. Ed Davis, president, presented a program on "Review
of 1988-89 and 1989-90" at a
meeting of the J.N. Williams
Chapter of the United Daughters of the Confederacy held
at the home of Mrs. John
Livesay.
Thirty years ago
The JC Penney Company
will open one of its safetime
stores in the new
Chestnut
Hills Shopping Center on North
12th Street in Murray.
Murray Jaycees and the
Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's Cub will join
forces in preparing for an
Enchanted Forest & Karnival
to be held at the Jaycee Fairgrounds from 6 to 9 p.m. nightly at the Jaycee Fairgrounds.
Published are pictures taken

at the Career Day held at Murray High School
Forty years ago
The Robert W Huie Memorial Fountain has been completed at the comer of North
4th and Olive Streets Published
IS A picture taken of
the fountain with Mayor Holmes Ellis,
Mrs
Robert W. Huie, and
Leonard Vaughn, chairman of
the Water Sewer Comiruttee of
the Murray City Council standing beside it The photo was
by Staff Photographer Ed Collie
Rev. Stephen Mazak Jr.. pastor of Immanuel Lutheran
Church, spoke on the subject,
"Contemporary Morality- at a
rneeting of the Theta Department
of the Murray Woman's Club.
Fifty years Ago
Dr. Peter Panrera. chemistry
professor at Murray State College, was elected president and
will be installed at a meeting
of the Kentucky Academy of
Sciences at Bowling Green Oct.
22-24.
Murray. High School Tigers
lost 14-12 to Madisonville
Maroons in a fixstball gamc.
Dr. Thomas Hogancamp was
speaker at a meeting of the
Murray Rotary Club held at
he Murray Woman's Club house.
Sixty years ago
Published are a feature story
and picture of members and
advisers of the Murray Training School and Ly.nn Grove High
School of the Future Farmers
of Amenca Chapters who attended the national convention of
the FFA held in Kansas City,
Mo. They were Billy Joe Warmath, Buddy White, Jack Mayfield, Hilton Williams, Frank
Hill, Gerald Dunaway, Charles
Carrnan Parks. Jimmy
Dublin. Dan Shipley and Dan
Taylor.

DEAR ABBY: When our first
grandchild was born. my son,
"Vic.' and his wile bought the
first video camera in the family. I often asked them to bnng
it to family get-togethers. and
to help out, I purchased dozens
of long-running. high-quality
tapes.
We didn't
buy a lot of
toys tar the
We
kids
made memories instead - a tnp to the
circus. renting out the
roller nnk for
the
entire
family. and
By Abigail
holding
Van Buren
'sports
championships" in our yard. All
of the fun wa.s captured on tape.
Our family grew. babies became

Dear Abby

By Tbe Associated Press

ending the state of war with Germany.
In 1959, the William Gibson

days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History.
On Oct. 19. 1781, British troops
undcr General Lord Cornwallis
surrendered at Yorktown. Va.. as

play -The Miracle Worker.- starnng Patty' Duke as Helen Keller
and Anne Bancroft as Helen's
teacher, Annie Sullivan. opened
on Broadway:.
In 1960, President Dwight D.
Eisenhower imposed an embargo
on exports to Cuba covenng all
commodities except medical supplies and certain food products
In 1967, the U.S. space probe

the Amencan Revolution neared
its end.
On this date:
In 1765. the Stamp Act Congress. meeting in New York, drew
up a declaration of rights and liberties.
In 1812, French forces under
Napoleon Bonaparte began their
retreat from Moscow.
in 1864, Confederate Gen. Juba]
A. Early attacked Union forces at
Cedar Creek, Va the Union troops
were able to rally and defeat toe
Confederates.
In 1951, President Harry S
Truman signed an ac-t formally

EI A.ES

ES L._ tJ 1E_

Manner 5 flew past Venus
In 1977, the supersonic Concorde made its first landing in

New York City.
In 1987, the stock market
crashed as the Dow Jones Industrial Average plunged 508 points,
or 22.6 percent in value.
In 1994, 22 people were killed
as a terrorist bomb shattered a
hos in the heart of Tel Aviv's

shopping
district.
Entertainer
114artha Raye died in Los Angeles at age 78.
Ten years ago: Legislation to
overhaul the nation's campaign

finance laws fell to a filibuster
by Senate Republicans for the
fourth straight year. The Atlama
Braves won the National League
pennant
beating the New York
Mets, 10-9, in Ganse 6 of their
championship series.
Rve years ago: Insurgents in
Iraq abducted Margaret Hassan,
the local director of CARE International, from her car in Baghdad iHassan is believed to have
been slain by her captors a month
later. her body has never been
found.) Thirteen people v.ere lolled

when a Corporate Airlines cotnmuter turboprop crashed in northeast Missouri. Former artns control adviser Paul H. Nitre died
in Viiashington.
C at age g7

s.p4)

togeuel
coe.o.ai
mfkicer
A,Neel-“
N•isitEer

A.B.D AISCZCE,

He owes you an apology for
his rudeness and insensitivity.
but he's nght about one thing
-- the tapes are gone He W AS
put on the defensive. and that's

why he tried to dismiss your
feelings Obviously. he thought
thc family would go on forever Jost as it W AS That s why
he didn't think it was important
to preserse the sideotaped family album Of course. by sacnficing the past for the present.
he ultimately cheated his own

family and any siblings of his
generation who might be interested in shanng the family history.
Fortunately, y.ou have many
happy memones in your heart
of your happy marriage and the
expenence of raising your family. And no one can ever take
those away from you.
•••

DEAR DR. GOTT: I arn a
58-year-old
pcist-menopausal
female I have four grown children between the ages of 28 and
38. all of whom were delivered
vaginally I am a small person
— 4 feet. 9-1/2 inches tall —
and I normally weigh between 95
and
100
pounds. Over
the past few
years, I have
put on about
50
pounds
and have had
several surgeries,
including an
umbilical hernia
repair,
10411-MCIIISCUS
repair.
By
cataract lens
Dr. Peter Gott implants. a
partial
thy roidectomy. two cervical fusions
and a lumbau discectorny I also
have gastroesophageal reflux disease and irritable bowel syndrome.
I would have thought all of
this was more than enough to go
through, but this chronic problem
(which started after the breech
birth of my second child) has
now gotten worse This problem
is hemorrhoids and a fissure.
My doctor and my gastroenterologist keep giving me prescriptions for suppositones and
creams. I soak in very warrn water
and try to remember to eat fiber
and take a stool softener every
day. I keep myself very clean and
use special wet wipes. I use only

those that don't, Boma injectiont:
or rrunor surgery may be reconia•
mended to relax the anal nauscl‘
These procedures ere usualic
reserved for the rare insiances wh(itt:
the fissure becomes chronic, resist,ing healing.

.*;
South s.entured

tise diamonds:,
which roiled around to the •PPCnrit
who now res.ealed his second suiV
This in turn dress a five-specle

•—
. VA15

SOUTH

Abby shares more than 100
of her favorite recipes in two
booklets: "Abby's Favorite
Recipes" and "More Favorite
Recipes by Dear Abby." Send
a business-size, self-addressed
envelope. plus cbeck or money
order for 512 (U.S. fundsi
To: Dear Abby -- Cookbooklet Set. P.O. Box 447.
Mount Morris. IL 61054-0447.
(Postage is included in price.1

he.

Confect Bridge

•AQJI0 4
•AQ.1 3 2
WEST
EAST
•Q 5 3
•AK -1109642
•8 7 6 2
•KO10 9 3
•8 5
•—
•K 10 7 5
•

•••

48 7
•4
•K 976 3 2
•,-4forinriir
"
110.6 West
North
Pass
2 NT
3 NT
411
5•
Pass
Pass
5V
Pass
5•
6•
6 41
Pass
Pass
7•
Pass
Pass
()hie
Opening lead — three of spades.
Tbis deal oceuned many years
ago in a rubber-bndge game at New
York's Cavendish Club, wivere some
of the world's top experts orx:e congregated daily.
East opened with a forcing twobid, and his.- partner responded two
notrump. North, a hit mystified, DOW
hid three riotrump. This was the
"'unusual notrump,- indicatiniz length
in both minor suits.
When East next bid four spades.

2•

from West, six diamonds from Nor*:
and six spades from East_ North4.sesen-diamond bid. doubled bts',
West ther became the final contract:,
Declarer ruffed the spade lead ist;
dummy, cashed the acc of diamonds;
arid osertook the queen with the ,
king. lie then led the club eighar"
planning to let it nde!
But West was right on his toes
and cosered the eight with the ten:.
'
,south finessed the pck, and stat•
enough, Fast showed aut. Neu Canie:
the heart ace and
heart mfg.;
Declarer nov. led the Outs.tix. cov-",
ered by the seven and queers.
After rafting 'limber heart,
South led the club nine, covered by.
the king and ace. .its a result of 41:
these maneuvers arid countennanena
vers, declarc-r had to go down one.
WCSI scoring the setting trick w itti •
the club five, which had become the
high club!
mos so, La.st. who opened with .i
Prong two-hid. never took a trick.
and West defeated the trrand slam
because he had been dealt thc club
fise Instead of the four
Oddly enough. the hand pros ed to
be a complete washout since Nocth's
100 honors offset the 100- noire
penalty, resulting in no score.

Tomorrow: First things first.
king I- eaturri ,
,,rndicanc Inc

Crosswords
1
4
9
12

VCR button
Annoys
RN employer
Cry of
discovery
13 Hunter of myth
14 Lummox
15 Popular pooch
17 Interstellar dust
cloud
19 Ruby or Sandra
20 Software
buyers
21 Faculty head
23 Afternoon hrs
24 Ms.
Witherspoon
27 Do sums
28 Rum-soaked
cake
30 Parly-tray
cheese
31 Ann Arbor loc
32 Lamented
34 Yes. to Pedro
35 Canyon reply
37 Not prompt
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38 Wyo clock
setting
39 Iffy attempts
41 Dog tag wearer
42 Is worthyvhile
43 Long bout
45 Provide help
46 Expenditure
48 Damage
51 Orangutan
52 Locate, perhaps
54 Rock network
55 Dashed
56 Enjoys
a hot tub
57 Hairpin curve
DOWN

1
2
3
4
5
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dures. including rubber-hand
anon, coagulation and sclerotherie:
apy Each uses a different rnethoill:
that results in the size reductioV
of the hemorrhoid. The more inva.:
sive techniques include removal;
of the offending tissue or staplini:
to block blood flow to the aret,
of bleeding.
Anal fissures usually heal wi‘
time and modest home care. Foe

more than a year that hc finally
gave me an ointment to rub on
It helped. hut it continues to get

Believe me, ,:rou are not the
only couple to have this problem. In fact, so many others do
that sex therapy is a specialty
unto itself.

Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Boren. Woe ileown
a_s Jeanne
waS
founded by her
ne
Phillips. Writs Dear Abby at
www.DearAbby.com or P.O.
Box 69440, Los Angeles, CA
90060

'Murray Le,

softeners and siti baths
.•
.+0
Hemorrhoids that do not:
respond to these measures mak
re,quire surgical repair There aids
several minimally invasive proctiji

nonperfumed soaps, toilet tissue
and pantiliners I also nuke sure
that the area is always dry.
My dermatologist says not to
use the wet wipes because the
area gets so imtated, but 1 have
to stay clean. It was so sore for

East dealer.
Neither side vulnerable.
NORTEI

•••

sore, painful and itchy I can't
keep hying like this Please help'
DEAR READER:
don't
believe a dermatologist is the best
person for the treatment of your
hemorrhoids and anal fissure You
should be under the care 01 your
gastroenterologist
Hemorrhoids
are
swollen.
inflamed veins in the lower tea
turn and anus They may bc caused
by chronic diarrhea. constipation.
straining, pregnancy and more An
anal fissure is d Milll tear or
split of the mucosa( lining of the
anus It can he caused by chronic diarrhea.. constipation, passing
large. hard stools. and decreased
blood flow to the area
For both conditions. it is impor
tant to ensure that the affected
area is kept clean arid dry Using
special wet wipes or pads to cleanse
the area is oftcn beneficial, because
they reduce imtation from wip
mg and the pads contain anes
thetic and antiseptic components.
which reduce pain and lower this:
chance of infection Both mat:
also improve with the LIie of stodp,

Dr. Gott

pist. (Because you find the topic
of sex embarrassing to discuss,
I recommend you consult a
woman.)

ACROSS

MARK MY WOQ0S, 34-0ASTEADY
IF YOU DON'T
SNAPS LJP,
I'M GONNA 4
OUTSOURCE

Time for more aggressive
treatment of hemorrhoids

DEAR ABBY: I have been
teenagers, and we had a grow- mamed two years to a wondering pile of tapes.
ful man. but we're haying probTwo years ago. my husband lems in the bedroom. Both of
died unexpectedly. I felt as us are very uncomfortable talkthougn my life had been torn ing about our feelings, especialto shreds. 1 was slow getting ly when it comes to sex, and I
over the shock.
just can't explain to him what
Recemly I finally. felt strong I want htm to do and vice versa.
enough to watch the tapes again.
I have tried many times to
l'Grandpa* was always in the say things indirectly but have
middle of the action.) When I never been successful. I can't
asked Vic to bnng them over. talk to him directly because I
his response was,"Mom, we don't am very embarrassed. This has
have those videos anymore. We started to destroy our marnage,
taped Junior's softball games over and now we generally. prefer to
them.• I said. "How could you?!* sleep alone so that we don't
He replied. "Get over it, Mom! have to have sex. -- S.O.S. IN
It's all in the past.'
THOUSAND OAKS. CALIF.
I was so angry. I walked out.
DEAR S.O.S.: If you want
I haven't called them since, and to save your marnage. you will
they haven't contacted me. I am need the assistance of an 'interso hurt. How could anyone have preter" so you and your husso little feeling? -- RE-RECORD- band can communicate more
ED IN MIAMI
fully. Please talk to your docDEAR
RE-RECORDED: tor and ask for a referral to a
Your son's response was brutal. licensed. experienced sex thera-

Today in Eatery
Today is Monday. Oct. 19. the
292nd day of 2009. There are 73
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Dream State
WiNSLOW TOWNSON / AP
New England quarterback
Tom Brady throws to wide
receiver Wes Welker during the first quarter of
their 59-0 win over the
Titans Sunday at Gillette
Stadium in Foxborougn.
Mass.
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BRADY'S 6 TEPs
HELP PATRIOTS
DESTROY
TITANS
By NOVIARD LIMAN
AP Sports Writer
FOXBOROUGH,
Mass.
AP) — Tom Brady played as
well as he did in 2007 when
he was the NFL's MVP before
a knee injury ended his 2008
season in the opener.
Maybe even better.
The Tennessee Titans keep
playing worse.
Brady set an NFL record with
five touchdown pa.sses in one
quarter and matched his team
mark of six in a game as the
New England Patriots crushed
MSCHAEL DANN / Ledger S Tames the Titans 59-0 on a snowKlenan Cullen (3) celebrates with Eric Cornelia atter Cuilen's 40-yard field goal in the
fourth quarter that proved to be the game-winner covered field Sunday.
against Tennessee State Saturday In Nashville
-There's no doubt a game
like this can give you a lot ot
confidence.Brady
said.
"We've always been a confiFIRST TIME IN FIVE YEARS
dent team. I think we've been
a disappointed team at times
ay INICNAO. DANN
opening drive and later added a 24this year.Sports Editor
yard field goal in the second quarThe Patriots (4-2) had gotNASHVILLE, Tenn. — If Kien- ter.
ten just six touchdown passes
an Cullen is sleeping. please do not
His most important field goal of
from Brady before Sunday. He
wake him up.
the night. however, came with 2:29
matched that against the Titans
The sophomore Louisville native left in the game, as he drilled a 400-6) with five of them comlived out a childhood dream Satur- yarder that split the upng,hts to seal
ing in the second quarter as
day and the pleasant thoughts keep the deal.
the Patriots built the biggest
on coming for the 6-foot-3 Munay
Cullen also handled punting duties,
halftime lead in league histoState kicker and punter.
punting six times for an average of
ry, 45-0.
Cullen's three field goals were 34.3 yards, including a pair of punts
The 59-point margin matched
all pivotal in the Racers' 9-6 win that were downed at the TSU two
the largest since the NFL-AFL
at Tennessee State on L.P. Field, and six-yard line. He had a long
merger in 1970, the Los Angehome of the Tennessee Titans, and punt of 51 yards in the fourth quarles Rams' 59-0 win over the
on Sunday, Cullen was recognized ter that set the Tigers back into
Atlanta Falcons in 1976.
by the Ohio Valley Conference as Murray State territory and prevent"I've been playing sports
Specialist of the Week.
ed them from getting good field
since I was 8,- Titans lineCullen accounted for all nine points position.
backer Keith Bulluck said. "and
in Murray State's (2-4, 1-2 OVC)
"I felt like this was the most
never have I experienced someroad victory over Tennessee State focused I have been for a game and
MICHAEL DANN / Ledger 8 Times thing like that."
on Saturday. Saturday marked the tonight I knew it was going to come
The Patriots gained a clubfirst road win at TSU in five years. down to who had the best defense Austen Lane (97) comes up with a sack on TSU quarterback Calvin
McNalri. Lane also set the MSU school record for most tackles-for-loss record 619 yards, with Brady
Cullen hit a 36-yarder on the team.s
completing 29 of 34 passes for
•See RACERS, 10
In a career Saturday night against the Tigers.
380 yards. In 2007, he set an
NFL record with 50 touchdown
passes.
''Back to his old self.- said
Wes Welker, who caught 10
passes for a career-high 150
yards and touchdowns of 30
and 5 yards.
Randy Moss caught eight
passes for 129 yards and touchdowns of 40, 28 and 9 yards.
The Patriots had two other long
MURRAY FA(
CCA IN REGION TOURNAMENT TONIGHT
scores — a 45-yard run by
By TOMMY DILLARD
Laurence Maroney and a 38This Week
Sports Writer
yard pass play from Brady to
Taylor Butler almost gave up on finding
First Region Tournament (at CCM
Kevin Faulk as New England
her sport.
Monday
finally established offensive
As a freshman in high school, she wasn't (21 Fulton Cuty vs (1) Lone Oak
p.m.
121 Murray vs (1) CCA
consistency, albeit against a
715pm
aggressive enough for the contact associated
Tuesday
winless team
with basketball and soccer.
(2)Pad Tigtrren vs (1)Marshal Co
pm
"Established is just a word...
(2)Balsrd
Mem
vs (1)Cada.? G.,
So she and her mother decided volleyball
715 p.m.
Vitednesday
Faulk said. "We just want to
could be a sport in which a self-proclaimed
FC/1.0 vs Mur CCA
6 p.m.
get better each and every week.PTINC vs BM.CC
"girly-girl" like Butler could thrive.
7 15 p m.
The Titans. who had the
Thursday
"I had never really been good at sports...
Champonshap game
NFL's best record last year at
7pm
said Butler, Murray's senior middle hitter.
13-3, took their worst loss since
"My mom and I both thought volleyball was three years.
Against Christian Fellowship in the dis- they began play: in 1960 as
a good mix between a competitive sport but
trict semifinals, Butler broke a 26-26 tie and the Houston Oilers. eclipsing
still kind of girly."
She may be playing a girly sport. but carried the Lady Tigers to a first-set victory a 61-7 setback to Cincinnati
in 1989. They won their first
there's plenty of fierceness associated with with a block to make the score 28-26.
She is one part of Murray's duo of tall. 10 games last season.
Butler's game three years later.
"I don't think anybody in
She leads her team in kills with close to powerful middle hitters, one of the strengths
TOMMY DILLARD / Looger It Times
this league is 59 points better
Murray senior middle hitter Taylor Butler (lett) and coach 300 on the season and played a crucial role of the Lady Tiger team.
The other is sophomore Catherine Clay- than us." tight end Bo Scaile
Breanna Volp watch a point during a match against Cal- in helping Murray punch its ticket to the
said. "This is the worst it gets.First Region Tournament for the first time in
loway County at Tiger Gymnasium earlier this season.
•See BUTLER, 10
•See TITANS. I0
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Butler becomes kill machine for Lady Tigers
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From Page 9
and who had the best field
posiuon," Cullen said. "When
our offense couldn't move the
ball, knew I had to do my
job and help the defense out
with field posinon."
But Cullen made no bones
about soaking up the expennice and taking everything in.
"Are you kidding Me? This
is great. To kick a giune-clincher
in NFL field and to
know that 1 want to be here
in two years, who could ask
for more.''
Saturday night wasn't just
about Cullen.
The total defensive effort was
anctiored by All-Arnerica and
Buck Buchanan award fiOnlinee defensive end Austen Lane,
who recorded 3.5 tackles-forloss arid one sack. He raised
his career total to 45.5 tackles-fot-loss, estabhshing a new
school record that was previously held by Anthony Hutch
(44.0).
"Austen was ouoitanding
tonight." MSU head coach Matt
Griffin saia. ''He is non-stop
and it is cotitagious. He is one
of the most high-energy guys
that I have ever coached. Our
defense plays like that and they
feed off him. If you watch the
other defensive linemen, they
are making tackles. Jamal Crook
showed himself and made tackles all over the field and had
a nice sack. It's something that
we have to have at all times.
We art lucky to have him."
The Racers took a 6-0 lead
into halftime, the first of the

•Suter
From Page 10
well.
'They're our go-to hitters
and our blockers," said second-year head coach Breanna
Volp. "When we get a good
pass and a good set, it's altnost
always going to them, and other
teams know that.
"So even though they have
the height, they. have to be
constantly adjusting to block-

big step up for us because we
weren't really used to playing
to our potential because we
didn't have to. This year. we've
had to go all-out. We can't
slack against the teams we
play.
MLT: Was there a turning
point where things started to
click for you?
TB: Probably the All 'A'
tournament wtiere we got second after playing constantly all
Making adjustments and day. We never had a break.
fine-tuning timing art things That was when we realized these
Butler has gotten beuer at this are hard teams and we can't
season. She saw some varsity mess around and think we're
time as a junior, but was pri- going to beat them. There was
marily a junior varsity player. a lot of tension, a lot of feelalong with most of her class. ings let out, a lot of screamBut after Murray lost five ing, but that was like our turnseasoned seniors from the 2008 ing point because we all finalsquad. Butler and her teammates ly realized we have to work
as a team if we're going anywere forced to step up.
That's exactly what they did where.
MLT: You're five-foot-nine.
last week, defeating CFS in
two sets to advance to the dis- How important is every inch
trict finals and secure a bid to of heig,ht when you're playing
this week's region tournament. at the net?
TB: There are times that if
The Lady Tigers finished
runners-up to Marshall Coun- I was just One inch taller, I
ty in the district, but will launch could block the ball or kill it
their regional campaign tonight back to the other side. Even
against Community. Christian if you're just art inch taller
than the other girl, you have
at 7:15 p.m. at CCA.
The Lady Warriors defeat- an adv.antage because you can
ed Murray in the First Region get the ball over their hands.
All 'A' championship match Every inch matters at the net.
MLT: You and Catherine
back in August.
The Ledger & Times recent- Clay-well both have really
ly. sat down with Butler to dis- improved your hitting throughcuss her background, the Sea- out the course of the year.
What do you attribute that to?
stin and her hopes for the regionTB: Mostly it's due to haval.
11.1.LT: What was the' transi: ing a setter (Lauren Dieleman)
tion to being varsity starters that runs all over the place
like for you and your team- and can tilt it to any spot on
the court.
mates?
MLT: Lauren is widely conTB: It took some time. When
you're on a JV team, you don't sidered one of the best setters
practice as hard. you don't play in the region. How much of a
as much and the teams you difference-maker is she?
TB: I've played with Laupiay aren't as good. It was a

ren all four years, so I don't
have anyone to measure her
against. But I do go to camps
and see different setters there
and it's different adjusting to
them, because Lauren knows
exactly where I need my hits
and the height and everything.
She's my best friend, also. She
knows me.
MLT: Is there a vocal leader
on this team?
TB: Lauren is the one that
gets us down to business, tells
us to work hard because we
have a game coming up. She's
kind of our leader and I would
say I'm kind of the pep squad.
I sat bench a lot when 1 was
a freshman and sophomore and
I would just cheer the whole
time. I'm just always upbeat
and take a positive attitude.
The JV players want to sit by
me on the bench because they
say I'm so crazy cheering.
MLT: How big is it for this
squad to finally crack the region
tournament field?
TB: It's a big deal. We
wanted to be district champions, but second is good nio.
Getting to regionals hasn't happened for this team and it's a
big thing, taking that next step

since Murray State took
a 31-7 lead against Kentucky
Wesleyan into the locker room
in the season opener on Sept.
3.
Griffin said there weren't
many issues to address in his
halftime speech, a compliment
mainly directed toward the
defense, which only got bigger and better in the second
half.
TSU i2-3, 2-1 OVC) took
the second-haif kickoff and
marched their way. to the Racer
18-yard line, where they faced
a 4th-and-6. Backup quarterback
Jeremy Perry rolled left and
threw the ball to the end zone
where it was picked off by
Darrell Davis, ending the 6:53
drive.
MSU took the ball at the
20 and put together a drive of
their owl: that ate up 7:17 of
the third quarter. The drive was
aided when TSU was called
for too many men on the field
on a 4th-and-I play inside
Racer territory. The Racers
would convert two third downs
on the drive before being stalled
in Tiger territory. Cullen again
helped the Racers by pinning
TSU inside their 20-yard line
with a punt.
Seaa011

From Page 9
The white-and-powder-blue
throwback uniforms the Titans
wore to mark the 50th anniversary of the founding of the
AFL may have been the only
resemblance to that team that
won that league's inaugural
championship.
"I'm
disappointed
and
embarrassed," Tennessee coach
Jeff Fisher said.

just two yards on three plays
before Cullen stepped on the
field arid calmly connected on
40-yard field goal to push
the advantage to 9-0 with 2:29
left in the contest.
The Tigers managed their
only scoring dnve of the game
as they went 62 yards in nine
plays and capped it off with
a McNair! 10-yard touchdown
pass to Joseph Hills. The extra
point missed wide right.
Jordan led the Racer ground
attack as he rushed for 97
yards on 29 carries. Yantko
finished the gfune going 13for-25 for 110 yards. Daniels
led the receivers with five catches for 40 yards.
-The way we look at it now
is if we win out, we have a
chance to be conference champions." Lane said after his
record-setting night. "But we
know we can only play one.
game at a tirne. It's like
snowball, we know that if we
start small and get it rolliq
down the hill, it's going teblow up and get big and that's
what we're going to try to
do."
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Carroll Tire
1395 It 12tI St(270)753446

Family owned and operated
Free rotation for the life of the tire
Alignment
Clean, comfortable location

MSU VOLLEYBALL
SWINGING TO ELIMINATIE CANCER

WHEN THE RACEFR$ Hos-r
TENNESSEE TECH
OCTOBER -23RD AT 7PM
•

•Titans

TSU managed one first down
on each of its first two drives
of the fourth quarter and Lane
ended the second drive with
his team-leading sixth sack of
the season.
After a three-and-out from
the Racer offense. TSU was
set up at their own 39-yard
line. After picking up a first
down on the first play, the
Racers stopped the next two
rushing plays for one yard each
and then forced an incompletion on third down.
The MSU offense continued
to struggle and found itself
facing a 4ffnand- 16 from its own
I4-yard line. Cullen got off a
punt under a heavy rush and
was roughed on the play to
give the ball back to the Racers on the personal foul. The
Racers were able to flip the
field as Cullen booted a 51 yard punt and linebacker Josh
McWherter raced down the field
to tackle the returner immediately'.
On the ensuing possession.
cornerback Nathan Brinkley
stepped in front of Calvin
McNair! pass on the first play
for the interception and returned
it 16 yards to the Tiger 24yard line. The Racers managed
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JACKSCINVILLE STATE;
OC-TOB

2.4_TH AT- 2.PM

AT -RAC E-R• ARENA.
SIG APPLE CAFE!.. REBATE PorIGHT:
PC TOBER 19. -1 AM-CLOSE
1 0'
.0 OF Eif LL WILL HIT DONATED TO "ASHLEY'S -ANGELS"
FLAT DONATAONS- WILA ALSO EIF ACCE P.TF D

COM
10171.1ulTia•,S4iti A.hleti;'s
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